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TheUnknownSuo:

or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s UnderWater Cruise.
I

By "NONAME."

The Sea Crab sailed leisurely through the cavern entrance and in a. few moments emerged into the inl.and sea.
sented the a ppearance exa ctly a s described b y C a ptain Bran t. T he ,!!hores extended north and
sout h tar out of sight. S et h Sm all was uel i g h t e ?·
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THE UNKNOWN SEA;
OR,

Frank .Reade, Jr.'s Under-water Cruise.
A STOBY OF SUBDIABIJJE SEABCH.
By

uN O NAME,"

Author of " The W eird Island," "The Transient Lake," "'l'he Lost Caravan," "The Sunken Isthmus,'' etc. , etc.

CHAPTER I.
CAPTAIN BRANT'S STORY,

SIMPLE things often lead to great results. A thrilling evolution of
circumstances is orten bred by the slightest and seemingly most un·
important of incidents.
One day a New York reporter happened to be passing nlong West
street, in the e;reat city of .Mtlw York. · He was lookiug for material
for a "story."
A man crossin.,. the street before him, slipped under the wheels or
a dray. The scrib~ made a leap forward, acd, just in the nick of time,
pulled him out from his perilous position.
The victim of ~be narrowly averted accident turned and gripped the
reporter's hand. He was a strong framed, bearded man, with a ruddy
complexion and frank blue eyes.
"Hang me up, mate!" be cried in a hearty, quarter deck voice,
"you pulled me out of a bad fix! A sailor never forgets a favor, and
Jim Brant, captain of the Mazy ain't goin' to be the exception. Come
in and drink."
Now tbe newspaper man chanced to bnve a dry throat. He hesi·
tated but a moment, and theu allowed Captain Brant to pull him into
a near by tote!.
They drank brandy and soda, and the scribe modestly received the
captain's profuse expressions of gratitude.
"Now what sort of a keel do ye travel on, mnte!" finally cried the
skipper. " Ye don't look like a sailor."
"No, " replied the reporter; "my name is Seth Small, and I am re·
porter for the Now York Uoiverae. I am looking for a story for the
Sunday edition--"
"A yarn, is it, m~>te! Great whirl winds! I can help ye out on
that!"
"You can!" asked the scribe eagerly, a bright thought coming to
him.
"You bet I can, and a true one at tbnt. When Jim Brant tells a
.
yarn ye kin put it down fer true."
The reporter flashed out his note-book at once. Perhaps tb1s oltl
sea-dog could really tell bim some wonderful sea tale which would
read well in the Sunday edition. So be said:
" Sit down here at the table, captain, and let's have the yurn. I'-ll
put it into print if it's a good one."
" All right, mate!"
Then the captain began.
" It's about an unknown sea," be enid, "an' I don't believe the keel
of noy other ship but mine has ever cut its blue waters."
"An unknown seal" exclaimed the scribe, incredulously. "All the
water on the globe bas l)een located."
" Don't ye believe it! There's water, I can swear, no mao ever yet
explored except myself."
Small looked attentively at the captain for s o m~ moments. He saw
at once that he wns In earnest.
Naturally the reporter was interested as well as surprised. A tbou.eand possibilities auggeated themselves to him.

So be said:
"I wCJuld be pleased to hear your story, Captain Brant."
"All right, mute."
The captain took another sniff or tile brandy and soda, and began :
" It happened four years ugo, when I was first mude captain of the
Mnzy. We sailed for tile Aleutians af~er aeals and wbnle oil.
" We were six weeks in the Behring Sea, and had made a fair vovage, when our captain concluded t:> stand off for the Kamtschatka
coast. So we sailed for Cape N~Umrio, south of the Gulf of Anadir.
" You must know, mate, tllat is a rough part or the world. There
are hundreds or miles or the Wildest osinhabited coast you can find,
and to be cast away there wouh.l lle starvation, for it is fearfully bar·
ren.
" Well, we weathered Navarin, and were making our way along the
coast, not two miles off shore, when our mate spied a queer object.
" • Cnp'n,' says be, • squint your eye over to the shore there, and tell
me wha~ you think of that. Is it a big hole in the clifl; or some kind
of a natural mirror!'
·• Wall, I took a glass nnd squinted hard at what looked like a big,
arched bola in the wall or the chfl', with a little reef in front. I could
see sky and water beyond, sure enough.
" • How does tbis happenf says I . • There's no strait here that I
know of.'
" • Reckon not, cap'en,' snys the mate, • according to the chart.'
" ' To make sure, let's look,' says I.
"And we did.
" We went over the chart, and there was not the slightest mention
of any such thing as a strait or an inland sea. I hnllooed to the
wheelmnn to bear off a point for the shore.
" Soundings showed deep water, ar.d we kept creeping nearer until
we entered n strait between the reef and the cliff, and here we bad a
full view of a curious sight.
" Certainly there was before us a high nrcb in the cliff fully two bun.
dred feet high nod six hundred feet broad.
" We actually sailed right through this cavern like arch and came
out Into the unknown sea. The shore line north nod south ran out or
sight, and to westward no land was visible.
"Here was a discovery. At first we thought it might be a part.of
the Okhotsk Sea, bot we were too mightily far north for that. It was
northing more nor less than a great inlaud sea, for aught we knew,
bigger than tbe Black or Caspian Seas.
"The Mazy took the wind and we stood oat to the westward to see
if a coast did not show op soon, so that we might get an idea of bow
large the body of water might be.
"And in a n hour we did eight land. But as we drew nearer we saw
that it was a curious shaped island. There were two long points of
land jutting out from a big high cliff or bead of rock. The ou tline of
this isle was exactly like that or a bull, head, ears, horns and all.
"So we named it Boll Islllnd. H was covered with quite a lot of
vegetation, and looked quite attractive. We sailed around it, and one
I
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of the crew suddenly spied an object which gave us all a new interest
in the place.
" It was what looked like a Martello tower, rising right up from the
trees on the top of the Boll's Head. It would seem to indicate tllat
the isle was iollabited.
" No human being had as yet been seen, but this made no difference.
All of our crew wanted to explore the place, so I ordered out two
boats•.
" We had arms aboard, so we felt no fear as we set foot on the
island shore, But as we lacde<1 we saw a great heap of llewn rocks
extending into the surf. Tl!is had no doubt once been a quay.
" That it was in ruins gave me an idea. P erhaps the isle was unin·
habited at the present time. In that case we llad ootllwg to fear and
only some old ruins to explore.
"But this did not in the least abate our interest. We pushed ahead
on the exploration.
" We climbed the Boll's Head and got a complete view or the entire
island. In its center was a deep, bowl-shaped cavity, which was cut,
probably by Nature out or the solid rock. There were steps leading
down to a pool or water in Its center.
"We climbed down and looked into the pool. Jim Swayne, the
bo'sun, let down a line and plummet. Bot no bottom could be found.
This scared the rest and all crawled tJot of the place as quickly as tlley
could. n was named the • Devil's Basin.'
"We fount! pleuLy of evidence that the island had been inhabited,
but none or the people could be found. Judging from the Martello
tower and other rulos,the original seLtler_s were Norsemen, though how
they bad ever traveled all the way from Norway to settle lu Kamtscllat·
Ita was a prol>lem.
" O.ne of our men suggested a quest for buried treasure, But It
began to grow dark and I hen a curious thing happened. We were all
at the Martello tower wlleo the 'islaod began to tremble, and a teri·i!ic
roaring like a dozen lions filled the air.
" Where it came from, or what was the cause of it, we did not wait
to see. The men were sure that the devil was come after them, and I
believed that it was an earthquake aoct the isle might Slllk.
" Back we went to tile boats and to tbe ship. When we got on
board every man was pale as a corpse. The roaring noise on the ieland lasted over an hour. Tlleo It ceased.
" The isle did not sink nor the devil did not appear. But 1t couldn't
keep the men there longer. They would have mutinied. We eased
oil' from the 1sle and stood to the ·westward.
"We sigllted two o.ther islar:ds and then the crew were so Infernal
superstitious that we were obliged to abandon the quest and go b~ck
to the Gulf of Anadir. Two days later we were in tile Kamtschatka
Sea.
·.. We &truck out to tbe ,Korile Islands an.:i Japan. Then we used
the Formosa Chant\el to reach the China Sea, and fin ally six months
later entered the Gulf or Aden, and thence to the Me;literranean and
home. That's the whole story, skipper, and if you want my 'davy on
it, I'll give it Iron-clad.''
" I have it alltlown here in short band, Captain Brant," replied the
reporter, " it will make a capi~nl story and thanks to you. I have
never been more interested in my life.''
" I'm glad to hear tha~, mate. And now I'm due after this hour
aboard the Mazy. She lies at Pier 8. Come down and see me be·
fore tl:!e tweo ti.l!tb, for we sail then."
"I will be glad to do so!" replitd the reporter, as he closed his
nete book.
They grioped hands and seJ>arated.
The captain went buck to the Mazy. The reporter returned to his
desk.
The resu1t was an exciting chronicle in the Sundny edition. The
story was renO· by thousands with the deepest of !nterest.
But perhaps the most interested reader or it was a brilliant young
mau whose name and fame is world wide. This wall Frank Reaue,
Jr., or Readestown, the inventor or the filr-sbip, the electric horses,
the submarine float und many other wonderful things. - There was a
good reason why he was interested.
CHAPTER II.
THE REPO RTER AND TH E INVENTOR.

AND that reason we will proceed to give without further delay. •
Readestown was somewhat excited over a report that Frank
Reade, Jr. had just finished his snbmnri~:.e boat; and that it was the
peer or all his inventions.
The Sea Crab, as it was called, was a marvelous feat o! skill. Nobody was prouder or happier than Frank Reade, Jr. himself, ol this
fact.
The submarine boat was all equipped for a cruise, and Frank had
sailed from Readestown with her for New York.
Ancb!Jred off Fort Hamilton, be had gotten hold or a Sunday newspaper. and as fate bad it, it wns the very paper containing Seth Small's
wonderful story or the "Unknown Sea.''
At once Frank was interested.
" If that story is true,'' he declared, " then that settles a vexed
question for me. There is a good project."
He saw that the story was vouched for by the captain of the Mazy
ver.>f emphatically. There was scant reason for doubting it.
He went on deck. By •he rail stood two men. One was a negro,
and the other a comical little Irishman.
These two men were the crew or the Sea Crab, and Frank Reade,
Jr.'s old and tried servitors. They accompanied him upon all his tripe.

I"

Barney an<! Pomp," said the young inventor, "get ready for going ashore; I have an errand in the city.''
"All roight, sor," cried the Irishman, turning a handspring.
"We will, sab,'' replied Pomp, cuttwg a pigeon wing.
In a few moments the Sea Crab's hoat was out. Frank decided to
row ashore alone after all, so Barney and Pomp were commissioned
to keep guard over the Crab until his return.
" Dat am somlllio' berry funny,'' declared P.omp, shaking his head.
"Neber see Marse Frank do any flog ob dat kind afore! He am up to
somellug, yo' kin jes' bet!"
.
"Begorra, an' ain't that jest phwat we want!'' cried Barney.
"Sl:!ure, I'm acbin' for a tllrip to some othP.r worruld, av .Misther Frank
says the word."
"Oh, I ain' kicking 'tall," declared the darky. " Nuflln' suits me
no bettah 1eo trnbblin', an' I jes' don' keer whar it am."
So positi'fe were the two that something unusual was in the wind,
that they eagerly awaited Frank's return from the city.
Arnved at the pier in New York, Frank went ashore and proceeded
directly to the ofll.ce of the Uoi'ferse. Be called for Seth Small.
Now Small, being an assistant editor as well, bad a private ofll.ce.
Into this Frank· was shown.
As he tendered his card, Small gave a great start.
"Mr. Reade!" be exclaimed, "this is an llooor, sir. Pray have a
chair.''
·• Thank you!" replied Frank, and at once proeeeded to state the
object of his visit.
,
·
This was to inquire into the veracity or the report as to Captain
Brant and his wonderful story. Seth Small's eyes glistened,
" By Jove!" be exclaimed; "I see your purpose, Mr. Reade, and
what a project it would be for you to visit this famous unknown
sea in your submarine boat."
" If there is sucJ1 a place,'' suggested Frank, dryly.
" I have no reason to doubt Captain Brant's story."
"3'heo you really believe it true!"
" Most assuredly. If you desire, we will go down and interview
the captain now.''
"It is not necesaary," said Frank, quickly; "I am satisfied. I
shall sail for the North Pacific to-morrow."
Small was excited.
He arose and placed a h'aod on Frank's arm. His eyes shone
like stars as be said:
" Will you really do that, Mr. Reade!"
"Yes!"
" I beg your pardon-but-will you take a passenger?"
Frank loo:O:ed keenly at Small.
It was a moment of suspense.
" Who is he!" he asked.
"Myself!''
Frank was silent for a full minute. Then he returned the reporter's
eager gaze, and said:
"Do you mean that?''
"I do."
"We may never come back."
"Tb11t is a risk I am willing to take."
"'l'here may be hardships."
" I welcome them."
" Come on board the Crab and we will talk it over,'' said Frank,
brusquely.
The reporter picked up his bat and together they left the ofllce. In
a short wbile they were in the small boat rowing out to the submarine
craft.
When Barney and Pomp saw Frank eomlng with a visitor, they
were more sure than ever that something was In the wind.
Barney lowered the gangway and they came aboard.
The reporter looked about him with deepest interest. The Crab,
such as be could see of it, was a curious craft.
At a distance one might have taken it for a species or torpedo
boat. The hull was long and rakish, and set low in the water. It was
of steel and symetrical in all its proportions.
Above th .. deck there arose a long cylindrical structure in which
were heavy plate glass windows. A small deck, protected by guard
rails, was a hove this. Just forwar<l was the pilot-house, a small tower
built in the bow.
All this Seth Small saw in the one sweeping glance which he gave
about him.
,
Then Frank took him in tow.
The young inventor led him along the narrow platforjll on each side
and showe(l him the exterior points or the craft. Then he said:
" Now let us go inside.''
A small door, with a railed platform before it, opened into the cabin
or the Sea Crab. Through this they now passed.
Into a vestibule they first came, with hermetical glass doors. Then
they entered the cabin.
This was wdeed richly furnished and equipped. The reporter could
picture the novelty or silting at the plate glass windows and studying
the deep sea, when the boat was submerged.
There were various compartments to inspect, the cook room &r
galley, the staterooms, the engine room, the pilot-house and the great
tank room.
"No doullt the working or this craft is a problem to you," said
Frank, explanatively. " I will therefore illustrate to you how the boat
is mude to rise or sink :.t one's will."
He turned and spoke to Barney and Pomp. They entered the cabin

.
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from the· deck, and then Frank pressed a spring upon the electric
keyboard.
" That will sl:ut all the doors and windows, and seal them hermetically," he said.
Then he pressed another valve. There was a swift, rushing sound
of waters, and the next moment daylight and sky vanished, anu all
was momentary darkness.
" That has opened a big tank in the lower hull,'' said Frank; " it
instantly fills with W!ltllr and causes the boat to sink. Now, let us
have some light on the subject."
He pres;.ed another button.
In an initant the cabin was brilliantly illuminated with scores of
electric lights. There was a slight shock, and Frank rejoined:
"We are on the bottom. Look out or the window."
Se~h did so, and saw the sandy bottom of the bay dimly through
the water. '\'here were darling fish of all sizes, h'aps of kelp and
shell t1sh.
·
"Wonderful!" he ejaculated, "by Jove, Frank, this beats all I ever
beard of. I wtsh I bat! my camtrra here. It would be wortll four
colnmrrs in the Universe.''
The young inventor laughed.
" There is on the deck of the pilot house a search light," he said,
"it will show you objects two mil"s away oo tile surface, and two
hundred yards under water."
Wtth this be pressed a spring and instantly a pathway of brilliant
light shot far out into the dense waters.
I Small noted all these wonderful things with the deepest interest.
"You say that we are enabled to sink by flooding a tank in tile bold
of the vessel!" he asked.
"Yea!"
" How then are we able to rise!"
" The tank is so arranged that by pneumatic valves it can be exhausted of the water again in a lew seconds. As it is drained, so
the boat rises. •·
"Good!" exclaimed the reporter. "I can understand that. But
one other thing, what prevents our stilling down hera! How do we
get airf"
"Come this wtLv.''
Frank led the way into the electric engine rooms. He placed his
hand upon a huge silve~ bell-shaped tank, and said:
"This furnishes air for the entire bout, and can furnish it for an
indefinite period.''
The report"r stared at the curious object.
" What is itT" he asked.
"A chemical gtmerator,•· replied Fr'lnk. "In that vessel which
is supplied with many valves connecting with pipes extending all
over the vessel, there llre chemicals wllich manufacture an iuex·
haustible supply or pure oxygen. 1'here is never any danger of
getting short of pure air."
" But the foul air--"
" lt Is consumed Ly other chemicals placed in various parts of the
boat as soon as made.''
.
" This is all very wonderful," again declared the reporter. " Yon
are a genius, sir-a born genius."
"Not quite as bad as ttoat,'' protested Frank, with a laugh.
This In the main concluded the examination or the submarine boat.
The reporter was satisiied.
Other features concerning the mechanism and make-up of the won.
derful craft we will dilate upon in the course of the story, anti now
with the readtr's kmd permission pass on to thrilling incidents.
Frank prPssed the valve and the Sea Crab rose to the surface.
The anchor was again called into requisition, Then Seth Small held
a brief conference with Frank in the pilot house.
The result was that Seth presently emerged and entered the boat to
return to New York. He was in high spirits, and as he went over the
rail, said:
"I will be on hand to-morrow, Frank. Unlil then, au revoir!"
CHAPTER Ill.
UNDER WAYo

IT was but human nature, as well as reportorial instinct, lor Seth
Small to write up a glowing account of the submarine boat and her
inventor, and the romantic project.
I He took care to intimate that through special enterprise the Uni·
verse would send a special correspon(teut aboard the Sea Crab to
the Unknown Sea.
This delightful tale came out in the four o'clock edition, thanks
to modern newlfpuper resources.
The effect was electrtcal.
Barney and Pomp were trimming up the cleck, preparatory to
starting upon a great cruise the next day, when a startling thing
occurred.
Down the harbor came lolly a dozen strong tugs.
T!ley were driving at full speed, and seemingly racing with E>ach
other.
Indeed, so madly were they driving straight toward the little
submarine boat that Burney, in alarm, called Frank from. the cabin.
" Be me sow! I belave they mane to run into us,'' he cried. " See
phwat y~ think av it, Miather Frank."
"It must be that they can see us!" cried Frnnk, in surprise; "yet,
there may be a mistake.''
He rushed forward and ran up n signal Jlag. But the tugs did not
abate speed and bore down directly upon tile Sea Crab.

II

When a hundred yards away, however, they split up and checked
speed. In the bow of each dtood· an excited man.
Each waved his arms excitedly, and bailed the Sea Crab. Such a
cllorus or shouts and yells were enough to split ona's ear-drums.
And tile tugs kept pressing nearer until they literally beset the Crab,
and there was great danger of a collision.
Then Frank realized the character or tile melange. Those were all
representatives of diller•mt newspapers and et.ch was trying to get his
oar in first. Frank was disgusted with the tumult and finally manag·
ed to gain silence for a brief moment.
"What the deuce do yor1 fellows want?" he cried.
"The Newsgatherer claims the prior right to send a representative
with you to the Unknown Sea!'' cried one of the newspaper men.
"Nllver!" cried anotller; ·• tile World's Item will pay you five thousand dollars lor the privilege!"
"The Unit will give ten thousand!" cried another, vociferously.
"My paper will raise it five thousand!"
"Twenty thousand!"
Then all began shouting and yelling vociferously, until Frank was
nigh crazy ami angry us well.
"Go on back to the city, all o~ you," he 9ried. "I will take none
of you on any terms. Only one man will go /with me, and that is Seth
Small."
"That is discrimination," shouted one man; " the public demand
better treatment. The Universe reaches but. a lew compr.red with my
paper."
At this a fearful tumult rose again. Frank stood it as long as I.Je
could.
There was imminent danger of collision with some of the drifting
tugs, so he finally adopted an effective measure for safety and to get
rill o£ the nUi9aUCO.
He called Barney and Pomp .Into the cabin and closed the doors hermetically. Then he sent the Sea Crab to the bottom of the bay.
He was beyond the rrach of his tormentors •here, though the persistent scribe of the "Newsgatherer" kept Ilia tog on tile spot all nigbt,
and was vainly endeavoring to get an audiance with Frank, when Seth
Small came on board the next day.
" Well," laughed the Universe reporter, "that is Hustler Jenks,
and he Is a sticKer. No use, Jenks! Go back and tackle something
easier!"
" Tnis is hardly fratercal treatment, Small," cried the persistent
Jenks. "You ought to divide a I(OOd thin~."
" It is no: in my power, Jenks," replied Seth, "but if yon will bP
here when I return some months hence, I'll give you first look at my
notes. That is the beRt I can do!''
Then Frank started the engines of the Sea Crab and she glided away.
The great voyage wa~ begun.
The Crab could oail under water, but~as more r~Wid speed could be
made on the surface, it was decided to proceed in that way.
As soon as they were well out to sea, Frank headed the Crab northward.
Small was scrpriseJ.
"How .is this!'' he asked. "Ought not our course to be south by
east?"
"Why?'' uske<l Frank.
"As near as I can make it, ~be nearest ronte to Kamtschatka is
arounu Cape Horu and up the Pacific.''
"To cross the equator twice," srud Frank, "and then cover the entire length of the globe! What is the use of that, when we can sail
ti.Jither in one fourth the distance?"
Small looked astounded.
"How do you make that out?" he asked.
"Come into the cabin."
On the table lay some charts. Frank placed a finger on one and
traced the course.
"Due north," he said, "into Davis Strait and Baffin'a Bay."
" What, into the Arctic?"
·
''Yes.''
"For Kamtscllatka!"
"Why notf"
" But-the ice--''
"You forget," said Frank with a smile, "this is a submarine boat.
We can easily B9 il beneath any ice field and cu~ otf three-fourths or
the distance. We shall emerge in due time in the Behring Straits."
Small drew a deep I.Jreuth. I
"By .Jove!" he exclaimed, "I never thought of that! And the
voyage under Arctic h;e will only intensify the interest of the trip."
"Of C0UrSe."
Small had no more to say.
He went out on deck and paced up and down in high spirits. They
passed a United States cruiser and saluted it.
It seemed to Small as if he had entered upon the most remarkable
euterprise ever attempted by man.
To think of a deep sea cruise under the frozen Arctic was enouah,
let alone uploring the Unknown Sea. The future held great possibilities.
Soon a. lively gale was giving the little craft ·some motion. Bat she
proved stanch, riding the waves like a cork while it lasted.
Barney and Pomp were happy.
While they were the warmest of friends nothing suited them better
than a rough and tumble, or a \>it of friendly nagging. II one could
succeed in playing a practical joke upon the other he was happv.
So it happeued that the voyage was not many · days old when the·
Celt got au opportunity to " roast" his confrere,
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Pomp had just disposed of the noonday meal ami as the sea was
::lo with anxious eye8 they scanned the horizon every day.
calm and the day powerful hot, he hull brou~ht a hammocK on deck,
Ice-bergs became numerous, in fact so numerous that it was risky
and stretched it under an awnmg In the extreme bow.
work dodging among them. Grudually the explorers worked their
Here he could catch what little air was going and enjoy a refresh- way into Baffin's Bay.
Tben Frank said:
ing nap.
Barney in the pilot-house could easily look down upon the enter•• We are now opposite the mnuth or Lancaster Sound. It is or
prise, anti as au idea cume into his bead he smiled a broad smile.
course closed by ice, but we must go under tilat ice. We will then
Pomp Custeued one end of the hammock to tue guard rope from the pass under Br.rrow Strait into Melville Sound. Leaving Banks Land
bowsprit, and the other to the lee rail. Then he tum bled in and fell to the south we shall be in the Arctic Ocean. Then we must proceed
asleep.
1due west-to Point Barrow and into the Bellring Straits."
Frank and Small were below engaged in studying charts. There
"Good!" cried Seth, "i~ thare uo danger or losing our course!''
could be no better opportunity.
" Not tile slightest!"
Half an hour pusseu.
Frank took his bearings carefully. Then he ordered all into the
Then Barney lashed the wheel and stole out on deck. He stood cabin and hermetically closing the doors, cried.
over the hammock and looked into Pomp's unconscious face.
"Now bid goou-bye to duylight for some weeks!"
"Shure be Inks loike a cherub," be chuckled, "but he'll not look
·
'l'ileu-dowu went the Sea Crab.
so peaceful when be awakeR.''
The Arctic seas are not deep in any part, so that it was not long
before bottom was set>n.
Now Pomp was a sountl sleeper.
Barney knew this else he would not bave undertaken the trick which
This was durk and muddy, and much unlike the dt>ptha or the
he did. He Mt perfectly sal...
Atlantic. There were vastly different forms of plant and fish life.
Tbe Celt unkuotted the end or the hammock rope from the rail. He
Diving seals sometimes came almost down to the deck of the Crab.
swung it urouud slowly and carefully, and then began to crawl out Whales shot past like huge mountains and there were many kinds or
upon the bowsprit.
narwhals and swordlish.
The next moment Pomp was swinging over the water, and Barney
Now thut tbe boat was really unuer the ice, the blackness or the
had fastened tile otiler end or tlle hammock rope to tbe en.t of the ocean depths was intense. The search light could hardly make an
bowspnt.
impression on it.
Then he crept back on deck and chuckling, returned to the pilot
So that progresR was slow. The greatest of care was exercised.
house.
.
Incidents of an interesting sort were few. The days came and went
"Begorra, he'll be a surproiset1 nigger whin he wakes up," muttered slowly.
the Celt. "An' tt'll be some climbing he'll have to do to get back."
The voyagers amused themselves as best they could in friendly
Barney's practical joke worked Car better and much different than games. Barney played lively airs on his Iiddle, and Pomp hit up the
what he bud antici:>ated.
banjo.
The hammock swung gently back and forth under the bowsprit.
It was such a journey under the Arctic ice as they never forgot.
For a time there was just lullai.Jy enough iu the motion to keep the Many horrible th oughts were created.
Suppose that the maclunery o: the boat should give out, and they
darky asleep.
But suddenly matters took a turn. The wintl veered a little and should be unabla to proceed further? What a horrible fate it would bel
One day a chilling iumdent happened. B~~rney waa iu the }lilotbegan to kick up a nasty swell.
The bow of th e Sea Crab began to rise and !roll, and suddenly the house.
At
t!mes, or course, the wall or ice overhead could be seen, it comknot in the hammock rope slipped a trifle.
This lowered it until it nearly touched the water. Barney saw this ing duwn into view. Tltis was in sh!lllow water.
But Barney suddenly saw tbe wall or ice shut down wholly in front
turn with glee.
"Be jabers, there'll be fun roight away," he muttered. Then he of him, touching the very bet! of the ocean.
changed the course of the boat. just a bit, so that it would pitch a
Of cour~e the ooat could go no further. He was obliged to bring
trifle more. 'l'his had the desired result.
it to a hult.
Down wen t the hammock until it lightly touched the water. Up it
Fran!< rushed into the pilot-house wh en the boat stopped.
went ngain, and then once more down.
" What is tiJe matter, Barney!" he asked. " What bus happened!"
Euch time it dipped lower, and water was beginning to soak the
" Shure, sor, yez kin look fer yesilf," declared the Celt.
canvas. At last it ~o ok a plunge and the water came over the verge
The young inventor uid look.
end deluged the sleeping durky.
"Solid ice!'' he muttered.
This wa9 enough.
The ravs of the search-light were turned upon the ice wall. The
Sputtering and gasping, Pomp rose iu the hammock. He stared passage or the submarine ilout was certainly blocked.
wildly about him, but nobody was in sight.
But Frank Reude, Jr., guessed the reason.
· "Fo' de Jan's sakes," he muttered; "howebber did I git out
" We have run too near land," he said. "Keep off to the north,
Burney, anti see ii the water does uot get deeper."
yereT Dis am a berry funuy Ling!"
Barney, in the pilot house, was of course convulsed.
It was true that the tetl or the ~ea at thin point began to slope
The darky stood up in the hammock to escape another ducking, downward. The submarine boat followed it.
and nearly fell out. Tilen he began to clamber hastily up into the
Grattually a crevice appeared bet ween the ice wall and the be<l or
the ocean. Frank's ltypothesis was proven correct.
~w~ri~
·
This was no lig ht feat, but he finally managed it.
"It is right," declared Seth. " We must have i.Jeen near land!"
Clambering onLO the deck, he stood there dripping and astonIn due course or time th" ice roof wad fathoms above, and tl:e Sea
Crab proceeded safely on her way.
ished.
But there were other times when the ice roof descP.nded ami. the
He rubbed his eyes in utter mvstilication.
"Dat am a berry funny ting," he muttered. "How in de debbil Crab was obliged to lind her way among columns of glittering silver,
did I eber hang dat hammock out dere! I take mah oaf I tied it aud under ilrilliant arches.
But all things must have an end, and this storv has, after all, !itt e to
up to dis yere rail! I wondab if I hab been somuambulatin'!''
do with the incidents of that voyage uudP.r the Arctic ice.
In due course of t.irne, therefore, suffice it to say, the submarine boat
CHAPTER IV.
emerged into the open waters below Cape Barrow.
THE STRANGE SCHOONER.
What a relief it was to feast the ga ze once more upon the sky and
PoMP was certainly mystified. He studied the matter for some time. the surface of the sea, though it was an Arctic one.
'the voyagers did not venture out on deck for the air was too piercThen slowly an idea bel!,aD to dawn upon him.
"Fo' de ian's sak<esl" he muttered. "I wondah if dat am a trick ob ing. But they could enjoy looking at the scene thr<tugh the windows.
" We can safely sny,'' said Frank, "that we are the only people who
dat l'ishman! Ill jes' knowed dat--"
He cast a swift glance up at the pilot house window. Barney have ever successfully made the Northwest Pussa~e."
"An achievement we have a right to boast of,'' declared Small.
dodged back, but he was not quite in time.
~·That is true.''
Tile darky saw the grin upon his comical mug and all was clear to
"Bejllbers, I can't say that 1:d iver keer about takin' it more nor
him at once.
once in a loifetime," declal"ed Barney.
Instantly his manner changed.
All laughed at this.
He shook his head like a mnci bull 11nd started Cor the pilot house
"You are nght, Barney!'' cried Small; "it is by no means a pleas- .
door. Barney had the wheel lashed and fled into the engine room.
'
The darky pursued him and overtook him here. The result was a ure tri!f."
Though the Arctic was practically open at this point, there were
lively r9ugh and tumble which baffles description.
They struggled until \loth wEre so exhaus ted that they fell in a heap yet ~rllat fields of ice to dodge and giant bergs to avoid.
However, t:o accident befell the Crab, and she made goodospeed on
and lay gasping and panting. Then Frunk came on deck and they
au average until well down toward Behring Straits.
scurried away to their dutiAs fast. <Jnough.
There land was sighted.
Day by day the little submarine boat cut down the distance to the
This was, or course, Alaska, and the next day Frank sighted Cape
region or ice.
Prince
of Wales.
,
One day an ice-berg was sighted and then later land was visible.
They were rapidly nearing their destination, and thus far the trip
Frank took his bearings.
"The south coast or Greenland," he declared. "We shall soon bad been a glorious success. On this point they could congratulate
themselves.
be. in Davis Straits."
But just below Cape Prince of Wales for the first time a sail wu
This was cheering news, for all were lookinl[ forward eagerly to
reaching the Behring Sea. T~ere was a long perilous submarine voy- sighted.
At the distance it looked like some sort of a sealing vessel or, perage yet to undergo.
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haps, a whaler. It seemed chietly remarkable as being the first sail
l!ighted since leaving the Atlantic.
So little heed waa paid to it, until Barney suddenly noticed that it
was drawing nearer.
This was something of a surprise.
"Mistber Frankl" called the Celt.
"Well!" exclaimed Frank.
" Do yez moind the sail, sor!''
" What of il!"
" Shure, it's chasin' us, sort"
,
Frank gave a look at the distant vessel and saw that thiS was true.
She had crowded on canvas and was rapidly bearing down upon the
Crab. What did this mean!
Prank was puzzled. fie could hardly believe that idle curiosity
would prompt them to do this.
IlEBe went into the cabin and got his most powerful glass. With this
1re studied the strange vessel.
And the more he did this, the more its actions struck him as decidedly queer.
It would have been an easy matter to have given the submarine
'lloat its head and run away from the pursuer; but Frank could see no
reason for doing this.
So he kept the Crab along at a moderate pace, and ailowed the
stral!ger t!J overhaul him.
Every moment the unknown loomed up nearer, and n:>w it was seen
that she was a schooner of the fastest saili?g type.
But not a man could be seen at her rail, though two were descried
in the crosstrees.
When not two miles distant she suddenly ran up a signal
streamer.
·
Frank read by it that she desired to speak the Crab, so he ordered
Barney to answer it in acquiescence. Then the Crab came about and
slaclcened speed.
Nearer drew the schooner.
The wind was fresh, and it did not take long to draw the two vessels
together. . Then the bail came.
" Torpedo boat ahoy!"
,
" Ahoy the schooner!" replied Frank.
" This is no torpedo
boat!''
"Whnt the deuce are yon!" came back the bail.
"This Is the submarine boat, Crab, from Readestown, U. S. A.
Captain Frank Reade, Jr."
"Submarine boat!"
"Yes.''
"Do you mean to say that you sail under water!"
"Yes."
,
A loud laugh came back from the schooner's deck and a familiar
figure appeared at the rail, while a voice which Frank had bean' before, came across the watsr:
"I am glad to know that you have come. safely through the Northwest passage. You would not let me take passage on board your
boat but I found other conveyance, and with your permission will help
you explore the Unknown Sea in the interests of the Newsgatberer."
Seth Small gasped in sheer amazement, and Frank was Htrickeu
dumb with the force of the thing, lor the 6peaker was no other than
the daring reporter, Hustler Jenks.
CHAPTER V.
THE SPIRIT OF COMPETITION,

FRANK was simply astonished, but Small was as mad as a hatter.
"The impudent scamp,'' he exclaimed, hotly. "The audacity of
such a game! He ought to be caued for meddling!"
Then he sbDuted:
"How the devil did you get here, Hustler Jenks?''
The Hustler laughed, and replied suavely:
"Well, I went to San Francisco lind chartered this schoone!, the
Mollie, Captain Snuff. We tave been waiting here two weeks for you
to come through the strait~."
"Do you realize the impudence of this thing?"
"Impudence?''
.
"Yes, sir; sheer, deliberate impudence! It is nothing short of that,
sir! You have no right to track us this way, like the Paul Pry that you
are!"
"Easy, Seth," replied the Hustler, nonchalantly. "Business is business, and yon would not fail to do the same thing yourself."
" But there is honor in even the sharpest game!''
" I see nothing dishonorable in my course. I could not secure passage on your vessel so I found other conveyance. Come, Setb, Jet's
fraternize.''
" Do you intend to follow us!"
" Of course!"
" Well, you are commit~ing yourself to a vile subterfuge and it will
never succeed. When we start the Crab you can_never keep in sigl:.t
~~"

.

"Suppose we sail along together, then!" sngges'ted the irrepressible
Hustler."
Seth was dumfounded.
"Well," he finally muttered. "Did you ever hear the likes of that.
The sheer gall of the fellow!"
"He certainly is a shrewd one," agreed Frank; ~·he seems in
earnest."
" What shall Ite!l him!"
"That we cannot posaibly allow him to accompany us."

l

"Good!''
Small communicated this decision to his confrere. But it seomed to
have li'.tle etiect upon him. He only laughed good naturedly.
Seth, in sheer aesperation, cried:
" Did yon ever see the beat of it! Now he will go home and claim
the creait or this whole P.nterprise. He will exclude every~bing that
does not pertain to himself. Such men are a blight upon th111 profession!''
In spite of the apparent dishonesty of the thing, Frank could not
but admire the fellow's audacity and enterprise.
'fhere was no denying the fact that be was enterprising and a
worthy representative or the smart rep.>rter.
·
Bot Frank knew that he and Small would never affiliate in the world.
So he ~ould not offer to take him along.
Consequently he turned and said to Barney:
" Put on speed once more. Steer south by west."
" All right, sor."
The Celt sprung .away to obey the oraer. In a few seconds the sub·
marine boat was gliding away upon her course. The schooner follow·
ed.
The Mollie had every stitch of canvas set, and she was before the
wind. For a time she gave the Crab quite a race.
But the electri~ boat finally drew slowly away, and it became evi·
dent that the schooner would be rapidly outstripped.
Soon abe began to drop rapidly behind as the wind died out. And
in due course she was hull down on the horizon.
Darkness came on, and then she was lost sight of altogether.
·•We shall see no more of her," said Frank, "so give yourself no
further apprehen!lion, Small. After all, that fellow was only doing
what he considered his dnty."
.
"That may be," agreed the·reporter ruefully; "but that don't help
me. "You do not understa nd newspaper competition.''
That night the Crab sailed on by the glare or the search-light.
Barney and Pomp served alternate turns at the wheel.
Small was astir at an early hour and rec~;~ived something of a sur·
prise. Land to the westward was in sight.
" That is the promontory which forms the northern limit of the
Gulf of Anadir," declared Frank, who was already on deck;
" What!'' exclaimed Seth, joyfully, "then we are rapidly drawing
nearer to our destination!"
"Yesl"
'
"Are you sure we have the exact location on the chart? You
know all reckonings vary!''
''We will search until we find it,'' said Frank. "We ought to be
across the mouth of this gulf by to-morrow night. By the next morning we should be in sight of the arched entrance to the Unknown
Seat"
"I hope me may!''
Tben a sudden idea occurred to Setb.
"But the schooner-of course, we slipped her in the night."
" I have seen nothing of her," said Frank.
InstinctiTely both turned a gaze to the northward. The result was
thrilling and caused them to start.
For there, plainly visible above the horizon, was a sail.
'fhey exchanged glances.
Could it be that the schooner had crept up on them In the night
while the b0at was running under reduced speed!
Frank remembered that the wind had frt>,sbened almost to a gale
about midnight. This told the tale.
" Well, I'm blowedl" declared Small, " that fellow has not only
perseverance, but he has luck!"
"I agree with you," said Frank, " but I think we can shake him olf
to-day."
Two hour~ later the schooner was again out of sight an<l was not
seen again· that day.
At nightfall the Crab was sailin~ along within view of high cliffs
and a ebarp lookout for reefs was necessary.
They were in the vicinity of the cliff arch described hy Brant so
that it was neccssarv to proceed with more cautton. But to pursue
the search after dark was out of the question.
So the submarine boat hove to an<l dropped anchor to wait for
morning to come. They were but a few miles off shore.
" Wouldn't it be a joke," laughed Frank, "if that schooner should
crawl up;on us again to·nightr•
Small's face clouded.
·• That would not do!" he declared.
There was little sleep for any on board that night. A high wind
arose l'lnd it required supreme t-tidrts to keep the Crab to her anchorage.
Frank at one time thought of sinking her, but he did not do eo. It
seemed a Joug time ere daylight broke.
Then the first thing spied far out to sea was a white sail. That it
was the Mollie there was no doubt.
Smull ~~;ritted his teeth and muttered:
" Confound his insolence!"
Frank laughed quietly and started (he boat along the shore. It
was necessary to keep a sharp lookout for reefs.
In a few boors the sail fli.,appeared and was not again seen. It was
about the hour of two, when suddenly Frank shouted to Barney:
•• Hard aport, Barney! Slacken speed!''
" All roight, ·sor!"
T~e Sea Crab came about Qnickly. Then Frank gripped Seth's
arm.
;o Look!" he said.
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The scribe did look witll all his eyes. There, plainly visible, was'
the cliff arch.
Slowly the Crab wended its way among the reefs.
" There is one thing, Small," said Frank; " you need hardly fear
that the schooner will ever be able to mnke her way through these
reefs."
" Good!" exclaimed Small. · "I do not like to be understood as
selfish, but the audacity and covetousness or that fellow needs punishment!"
Nearer drew the Crab to tile cliff arch. Then for the first time they
saw beyond it the waters of tt.e inland unknown sea.
"Brant's yarn is prove~ true," declared t~Je reporter. " Surely the
commerce or centunes m_1~bt pass along tins coast Without one captam .ev.e r spymg the chtl .arch. It can only be seen at short angle,
and 1t IS se!~om that a passmg shlp would venture near enough to
that an~le. .
,,
"WhiCh IS correct, agr!ed Frank. " ~ell, we are at least th~
se~?ntl party ~o fe~.st our ,aze upon the waters of the unknown sea!
You are nght!
.
,
.
The Sea Crab sailed l.e1surely _through .he cavern entrance and m a
few moments emerged mto the mland sea.
.
.
It presented the appearance exactly as descnb~d by Captam Bran!,.
The shores extended _nortll i>nd south far out of Sight.
Seth Smnll was debgbted.
Be bad already made copious notes. Frank approached him.
.. What is your desire!'' he asked. "Shall we proceed straiabt to
the 1stand!''
" First let us take a look at these shores " said the reporter "don't
you thmk that advisable'"
'
'
... Very well," agreed Frank. "We will do so."
So the course of the Sea Crab was chanaed and she stood southward
along the shore of the unknown sea.
"
It was a bleak aud barren coast. There seemed nothing in i•s contour that was especially inviting or interesting even.
Therll was no sign or human habitation and little indication of the
presence of game, beyonrt tile huge flocks of ducks and wild geese,
which harbored in the little inlets
So after fifty or sixty miles or tbis. Seth tired of it nnd the course
wss changed.
Due northwest. the course was made in the hopes or l!triking the
Island described by Brant.
The waters of the Unknown Sea seemed to differ greatly from those
of the open sea.
They were more limpid and blue, doubtless owing to the fact that
\bey were not so salt. The Crab cut its way througi.J them at great
speed.
But much time had been consumed in traveling along the coast, and
darkness coming on, It was decided to lay to for the night.

" Jove, he must be a giant to pull our boat down like tbis."
" Well, you'llllnd he is. Fill the tank, Barney. Let him have his
own way!"
·
Burney had also turned on the electric lights so that objects could
be discerned In the sea about. The water was not of great de.~th.
There was a vision through the pilot house window of fearHII catlike eyes and an enormous beak.
The boat rocked and swayed with the exertion of •.be monster to
crush it. The forward guard rails ha(\ been bent like wire, and the
creature's beak wa& beating against the hull with a force which was
by no menus slight.
;
Down to the bottom it dragged its prey, and here it was hehl. Some·
thing must be done at once.
•
Frank knew this and acted accordingly. It did not take him long
to decide bow to cope with the monster.
He went into 1he after cabin and bro.ught out a divioa suit.
It was his own invention and required no life line or ~ir pump. On
the back the diver wore a tank containing chemicals, such as furnished
air aboard the submarine boat.
Be donned the emt and took a coil of wire in his handd.
Directions were gi\·en to Barney, and then Frank entered the vestibule and flooded it with water.
A moment later he was on deck. ·Then be was exposed to most
dead! peril
Y

•

.

.

.

As good fortune bad It he wss on the oppos1te s1de of the cabm from
the octopus and out of the range or the creature's eyes.
But yet there was much danger of getting a blow from the powerful
tentacles, w~1ich were thrashing so wildly about. So he exercised the
utmost cautiOn.
.
.
Be crept along toward the stern, carrymg one end of the wire.
Here one of ti.Je creature's tent_acles was wound •!>?ut the hull.
Frank deftly fastened t~1e w1re to the steel r.allm~ near th~ t~ntacle. Then he crept quickly back to the cabm wmdow ana Slg•
naled to Barney.
Now the Celt had been instructe<;~ to co~nect the wire with the
powerlul dynamos, using a shut-off m the pllot-house.
When Frank gave. tbe signal, the Celt understood and answered it.
The result was temtic.
Through the w:re the full force or the electric current went boundiog. The rail carried it to the tentacle, and the mighty octopus
gave a terrific heave and plunge.
It struggled furiously, but the terrific current surging through its
system wall bound to cot:quer, and conquer it did.
The huge tentacles relaxed their awful grip and slid aside. The
great jelly-like body sank back and laid he! pleas in the sands.
The submarine boat was saved.
To be sure it had not utterly escaoed Injury, yet it was a merciful
deliverance from a dangerous foe. Frank ~ashed the search·hght upon the sea monster.
.
CHAPTER VI.
"That is th e largest specimen I ever saw,'' he declared; "he is cerT BE OCTO PUS.
tainJy a monster."
.
THE voyagers sought their couches that nig!Jt, filled with exciting
"You're nght," agreed Seth. "I have read the story of the merforebodings of the morrow,
.
chant brig which was pulled down by an octopus, and always
For by that time they should be able to make the haunted ISle, as discredited it. But I am convinced now."
Brant had described it.
Frank lost no time now in sending the submarine boat to the sur" What do you think became or the schooner?'' asked Frank, with a fa1Je again.
laugh.
The incident was over and it had been a close call. But the future
Small indulged in a grimace.
held others.
"I hope he will have the good sense to return to San Francisco," he
The Crab now set forth at full speed to find the Haunted Isle. This
bad been described by Brant as about fifty miles from the entrance to
said; "that is what he ought to do."
"I'll wa~er he will not."
tile Unknown Sea.
.
"Very likely!''
.
.
In that case a few hours ought to bring it into sight. And indeei
"I'll wager again that he'll find his way 1nto th1s sea, and that we this proved the truth.
Land was sigbted dead ahead, and Frank, studying it with his glass,
shall yet run across him here!''
Small plainly wss made uncomfortahle by this. He muttered some- declared it was an island.
thing under his breath, an·l then changed the sul>ject.
That tbey had at last sighted the Haunted Isle there was no
The next morning the Sea Crab resumed her course. But she bad doubt.
not gone far, when an astounding thing happened.
-, The Crab bore down rapidly for it. Soon the high cliffs were quite
Suddenly a furious commotion took place in the water about the plain.
Crab. Something underneath its keel raised I~ forcibly up, and the
Then the long promontories described by Brant were seen, and also
shock threw the voyagers off their feet.
the peruliar shape of the isle, which bad Jed them to give it the name
" What's the matter, Barney!" shout~d Frank.
" Have we struck of the Buli's Bead.
·
a reef!"
There were the two horns just as Brant bad depicted. Interest was·
"Divil a bit, sor!'' replied the Celt.
now at fever height.
"What's the matter, th en!"
The submarine boat glided in as close to shore as possible. Then
"Och, I don't know, sor!"
anchor was dropped.
.
Frank rushed on deck. A glance wss enough.
"Well!" exclaimed Frank with a deep breath. "We are here at
He saw great s!;my arms or tentacles which had shot up out or the last.''
water and enfolded themselves about the bow and stern of the
"Which is a good thing," rejoined Smnll. "There is nothing like
boat.
success. Now to do some exploring."
A tremendous power was pulling the boat beneath the surface.
The reporter could hardly wail. for the small boat to be put out and
"Quick!" shouted Frank, springing into the cabin. "Press lever take them ashore.
No. 6!"
It was arranged that Barney should accompany Frank and Small.
" All rolgbt, sorl"
They were well equipped wit!! small arms to be prepared for an atBarney pressed th11 lever, and the doors and windows were shut just tack.
in time.
'
There were no foes upon the isle to their knowledge, but always in
Then the Crab went down.
entering an unknown territory it was well to go prepared for trouSmall rushed out or his stateroom.
ble.
"What is the matter!" he cried.
The boat pub out, and Barney quickly rowed it ashore.
"We are attacked by a giant octopus," rried Frank; "it Is dragThey pulled it high and dry up on the beach, and then took a look
ging us to the bottom! We have got to give him a tight."
about them.
" A giant octopus!"
Small picklld up a handful or sand and examined it.
"Yes!"
" What do you think or it, Frank?'' he ssked.
D
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" I think this Isle is or .volcanic origin,'' replied the young in·
ventor.
" The soil and character or the rocks would seem to warrant
that belief."
"You are right!"
They walked along the beach for some ways, studying the cliffs
and the types or vegetation which were apparent.
Then Small proposed climbing tlie higher ground".
" Ah, look!" he cried. " There is the Martello tower spoken of
by Brant.''
This was true.
'1'11ere upon the higbe3t point of land among the trees was the tower
spoken of by the captain. It was an ancient looking structure.
"Be jabers an' here's the wav up to it,'' cried Harney.
In the rocks there were cut steps which led to the heights above.
Up these the explorers climbed.
Up they went, and as they rose a wider view of the sea and land
was obtained.
Soon they were upon the very summit of the clitf. A path led to
the spot where stood the tower.
Nor was this the only si~n of former occupancy of the isle.
There were ruins of an ancient castle with a moat and the founda·
tious of towers and battlements.
The voyagers spent much time in examini~:g the ruins.
Then Frank declared:
"Brant was right on one point."
" Ell!" exclaimed Small.
"These buildings are of Norse character and I will wager that this
was oncP. a stronghold of that hardy race.''
"It don't seem possible," said Small, incredulously. "How couttl
they ever get over into this part of the world!"
"Tiley were great seamen an::! rovers," replied Frank. "We have
evidence that they visitec! America, and also the far shores of Hud
son's Bay. They knew all the byways of the Northern Seas. They
may have discovered a passage along the northern coast or Asia,
which finally brought them here."
"Ye-es,'' partly agreed the scribe; "it is straining a little, though."
"One thing is certain.''
"Well?"
"These are not the ruins of an abode of any native Knmtschntkans.
They never constructed anything bigger than a mud hut or a bough
shanty. That is true."
" Well," said Small, in conces~ion, "there is no dou.b t but that til is
was a fortress built by some warlike band of people. Wbether Norsemen or not, matters but little"
"Let it go at that, then," said Frank; "eh-what the deuce is that!"
'l'he grouml suddenly began to vibrate. Then a fearful, deafening,
unearthly bellow, like the cries of a tbousanu mad bulls tilled the air.
It was a terrifying sound.
CHAPTER VlT.
MYSTERIES OF THE ISLAND.

THE effect of this most inexplicable demonstration ofeome unknown
element np'ln tJe explorers was almost terrifying.
For a moment lhey stood undecided how to net.
" Great guns!"\";;xclaime<i the repor,er; "what the deuce is that!''
" It is the cries of the Black Fiend ol the isle if ,YOU believe Brant's
story," Haid Frank.
" H IS most unearthly."
" Begorra, mebbe it woul<t be safer to go bD.ck to the boat, sor!''
asl;ed Bar11ey.
"Nonsense!" replied Frank. " I am going to wait right here until
it is all over. I want to know the meaning of it."
"That is r1ght,'' d"clnred Small; "I'm with you, Frank.''
So they seated themselves upon a rock. Frank noted tile time at
wbicb the roarings llegan.
It was ahont three o'clock.
It ceased but a momAnt at a time for t.!Je length of an hour. Then
it died away in tho form or a peculiar sad wail.
When the phenomenon had passed, the voyagers scrambled to their
feet. Frank unlt Small exchanged glances.
" What do you make or it!" asked the reporter.
" Nothing as yet," replied the young inventor, "it is certainly a
curious thing:•
"I sbouhl say sol''
" But we will solve it.''
" That will be quite a feat.''
"N.,vertlle!Pss, we'll do it."
"I hope sol"
There was a series of stone steps lending up into the tower. Frank
r.limbed up these, followed by the others.
From the top of tile tower a complete view of the island could be
bad.
It was a queer scene. For a time they gazed upon it in silence.
Then Rmall said:
" Do you notice anything peculiar, Frank?"
"Wbnt!''
" In t.l;e shape of the isle!"
.
" In what rPspect!''
"Well, Brar.t gave it the name or the Boll's Fend isle. I think
that it resembles nothing so much as the head of the Old Nick.''
" Eh !'' exclaimed Frank, in surprise. " I don't see it yet.''
" Well, look. There are two horns!"
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"Yes!"
" They are too near together and too straight for hull's horns. Then
follow the western coast line. To be sure this eminence upon which
we·are with its fringe or heavy vegetation remiuds one of the mane of
a bull. Bu~ follow that profile. There is the long nose, sardonic
mouth and peaked chin or the Old Fiend himself.''
" That is true,'' agreed Frank, with surprise. " I must admit that
the resemblance is very striking."
.
" Of course it is. I tell you we have reached the key to the Old
Nick's dominions!"
Both laughed heartily nL this announcement, but Barney's face
·
was sober and btrnight.
The Celt was infinitely superstitious, and crossed himself repeatt
edly bebind their backs.
Certainly the isle had a mystery. Superstitious sai!ors would no
doubt ba'l'e stood in dread of it.
But the mystery served only to whet the keen desire of Frank
and Small to solvtJ it. They would not have abandoned the chance
for anything.
Descending from the tower, they sighted the stone basin, or depression, described by Brant.
They made their wuy slowly down u deep descent, until they
reacbed the edgt> of this.
It was for all tbe world like a huge bowl scooped out of tbe
solid rock.
There was no evidence that this bad been accomplished by human
hands. If the work of Nature, it was certainly marvelous.
'
Down to the verge of the black pool below there were steps cut in
the rock.
Tbe pool Itself covered perhaps two acres or surface. Frank de·
scended to its verge.
He looked down into the dark depths aud tried to fathom its mystery.
'' It is very strange," he enid; "this pool S9rved the ancient lnbab·
itants some purpose.''
" Correct," agreed Small.
"But what was it!"
" An enigma."

" They certainly cut these steps down here for a purpose.''
" To get the water.''
Frank knelt and Lasted of the water.
It was brackish.
" No," be said, " it could never have been that. There was another
purpose. The next time we come ashore I'll bring my diving suit and
you can lower me down here. Perhaps I can lind something under
this water to ex~luin tile mystery of the isle.''
The scribe looked keenly at Frank.
"You have a theory!" he said.
''Yes.''
"Would you tell it!''
" Well, it may be absurd. " But I don't believe that water came
there nnturallv.''
"Eh?''
..
Tbe reporter was astOunded.
" I have an idea that it was brought there by artificial means. I
don't know why, but there is a queer premonition tells me that at
the bottom of that basin is a solution of the mystery or this 1sle.''
" That is queer!" muttered Small. " It is the last place I should
1
think of looking for it.''
" With a diving suit I can mighty soon tell."
" Why not go back :md get it now! I nm eager with interest to
know what is in that place.''
"No!" replied Frank. "We will try it some other iime.''
With this they ascended from the basin. They had consumed
more time than they bad imagined.
The sun was already low in tbe western sky, so it was decided to
return to tl!fl Crab.
So back to the shore they went and rowed back tu the submarine
boat. Here they found Pomp h1 n paroxysm of superstitious terror.
Like Barney, he could nscnbe the strange oellowing sound which
the isle gave forth to no ot~er agency than the devil.
Frank and Small tried to reason with him.
But it was or no use.
" Fo' de Jan's sake, honey, bress yo' baht, dere am no luck in dis yere
1
is lund. Silo's yQuse bo'n it's hoodooed."
Frank and Small laughed.
"Maybe it is!" cried ~be reporter. "H so, I am a Jonah!"
" However, Pomp recovered sufficiently to serve them up an appetizing meal, and lhen all turned into their hammocks for rest.
The night passed and finally daylight carne again. Barney wns on
the last watch and he aroused everybody at an early hour.
The reason for this was that it had been decided to talte an early
start for the exploration of the lower end or the " Devil's Head," as
Barney persisted in callin5 the isle.
Accordingly Pomp had an early breakfast. It was about sunrise
that the trio of explorers again ~et foot on •the isle.
They bad hardly done so when tile isle began to fiercely bellow
again.
As before, this lasted an hour. The explorers could do riaught
while it continued.
But when it wos over, and Barney had muttered an extra Ave, they
again set forth upon the trip. Soon tbey bad entered a tract of forest.
There were firs, sprucee, hircb and beech. The undergrowth WBS
tangled and dense everywhere.
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" Well, when I found that they were in earnest, I called lor a boat
and some proviswns. These were given me !lnd 1' parted compan}'l ;
with the ship and its cowardly crew. I rowed through the fog bank
and came to the island, and here I am!"
·
As he finished this marvelous story the reporter pulled a fresh cigar
from his pocket and tendered It to Small.
" Smoke, will you?''
Small ignored l.he weed, but his manner softened as he said:
" Well, you at'l! a man of grit, Jenks. When you left tliat ship in
your rowboat did you pause to think of the consequences if you did
not find the island!"
'
" Oh, well, if we always consider consequences we'll never run
across a streak or luck. And that's what I live by.''
·
Truly Jeuks wus incorrlgi~le.
" But what would you have done?'' persisted Small.
" I would have rowed straight on until I should come to land."
" And not go IJack?"
" Buck! Bill Jenks r;ever goes back. He goes ahead. When yoa
can't go any further ahead, then it is time to die. That's right."
Everybody laughed at this and it was plain tbat a better feeling was
created.
''Well," said Frank, presently. "What are you going to do nowyou have got here!"
" I shall explore the Island, make a good thing of it, and seud it by
1
mail or wire to the • Newsgatherer.' "
"It will take you some time to get there in a rowboat," enid Small.
"All right!" agreed Jenks; "then I'll· aeud it as soon asl ean.''
Frank bad been doing some thinking.
Now he said:
"Really; my friend, you have done a foolish, almo!t insane thing,
but you do not realize it.''
'
u E11?''
"You should have st-uck by your ship. You can never hope to row
back to any point where you can get sale transportation home. You
will starve to death in this wild and lonely part oi the ·world."
" Do you really think so!"
"I know itl"
" Well, then, I shall have the satisfaction of being added to the list
of martyrs who have sacrificed themselves lor the reading public.''
" 'l'bat is extremely foolish. Love of life should be paramount."
" It is with me.''
" Then listen to reason.''
" Very well, sir.''
.
"You know that there is hardly one chance in a thousand of your
reaching bo01e iu that rowboat.''
" I accept your word, sir. But I did think that I could, else I would
not have adopted the move. I must now lind some other method of
tra sportation.''
CHAPTER VIII.
"Have you wings!"
A COM PROMISE.
,.No.''
" Then how do you expect to accomplish itf'
IT was t::o wild barbarian or descendant of a medireval race of
The scri'le was uonplused.
Norsemen that they rested their astonishecl gaze upGn.
" It does look dubloua,'' he admitted. "I'm in a tough scrape.
Be was a nicely dressed, polite and alfal.lle geutleman. He tipWell, I thank you lor your ad,ice. l'll try and work my way out of
ped his bat most graciously.
it.,,
Small rE~eled back with a little baiDed cry.
With this he threw away his cigar and began writing In his note•
"Hustler Jenks!" he ~asped; "the devil bas brought him berel"
"How d'ye do, gentlemen?'' said the cool reporter, in his off-hand book, at the same tima walking slowly away.
"Good·evenir:g, gentlemen.''
way. "Glud to see you. I reckoned you'd come this way.''
"Be's dead game," muttered Smull to Frank. "Confound the
"Great gun~!" exploded Small; "how did yon get here, Jenks!"
"Well, thereby hangs a tale," repliE!d the imperturbable journal- fellow, I like his pluck In spite of his impudence. It is too IJad to
ist. "We took your trail after your summary leave taking of u~ leave him !Jere to perish!''
" Be certainly will," said Frank.
in the Behring Sea.
We traced you all the way down the coast."
"Ob, that wouldn't dol''
"You did not see us enter this sea!'' aske<l Sm&ll.
"It rests with yon," said the young inventor. "We will take him
"No.''
·
on board if you say so."
"How did you lind your way bert' then!"
It w.as plain that Small was undergoing a mental struggle. But his
"I am always pleased to yield Information," said Jenks, relighting
bis cigar. " You forget that you gave the entire world directions how better nature anu generosity prevailed, so be said :
"Confound it all, hE~ will, perhaps, agree not to cut in on mel''
to tine! this place."
" w'hy don't you collaborate!" suggested Frank.
" I!" exclaimed Small, hotlv.
"A division!"
"Yes, sirl"
" Let it IJe equall"
" ln what manner, sir?"
" That is fair!''
"You rendered an accurnte and detailed account of Brnnt's trip to
" Certainly.''
this part of the world in your able article In the UnivHrse, even to
" I'll do It!" said Small, resolutely.
describing the archway in the cliff and the approximate latitude and
So he turned and culled alter his confrere.
longitude.''
"I say, Jenks!"
Small's face Hnsherl.
The scribe turned.
He was a trifi Acrestfallen. ·
" Well," he asked, "what is it!"
He knew that his rival hall spoken the truth. Very magnanimously,
" Come buck here. I want to talk with yon!"
however, Jenks continued: ·
"All right!"
" Well, we searched along the coast alter losing sight of you, for the
retraced his steps. Smalll!xed'a keen gaze upoa him, and
Jenks
entrancA lhrough the cliff.
"And we found it. We presumed that you had entered before us, said:
"Look here, Hustler, you're in a bad scrape. You knew that you
• and I reckoned sure npon overhauling yon. We started forth to lind
had no business in coming here and cutting in on me.''
tllis island. Up to this point all was well and good.
"But while we were not yet in sight of the isle our crew took a
" Perhaps so!"
" We will pass that all over. If you'll do the lair thing--"
fearful fright. From the sea there came a fearful, bowling. wailing
sound, like the cries of a thousand demons. Captain Sn uff turned
" Whnt is that!"
"Divide--"
pale as a gho3t ancl put Ins shtp about.
"I tried to reason with him and, to tell him that the island was just
"Thunder! I'll do better! Ycu shall have the preference! I'll e~
beyond the fog bank, and the sounds probably came from some nat· plain that my dispatches are receivell from you--"
Small grasped the other's band, and tears stood in his eyes.
ural cause whtch would easily explain itself.
" But !~ did n't do anJ, good. The crew mutiniecl aild swore that the
" Pardon me, Jenks, I never read you aright! I see that you are a
generous
fellow. I will not accept your terms. It must he an eveD.
place was n haunted sea. They would not go a league furth er. I wns
for a time in despair.
chance, and we will collaborate!"
Upon the extreme end of this part of the Isle th!lre was a small harbor. Here were round the ruins of an ancient quay.
This was proof that the old time inhabitants of the isle were a seafaring people, and all this lent color Lo Frank's theory of the Norsemen.
All this consumed time, and it was some time after noon when they
retraced their steps to the spot where they bad left their boat.
Suddenly Barney paused.
•• Bejabers, that's queer," he muttered.
"What!'' asked Small.
"Shure, it's footprints, sor, and not wan av us made them!"
"Footprints!" ejaculated Frank; "that is queer. Is the isle inhabitlld after all!''
But to their sbP.er amazemAnt the footprints were made by some
oue who wore a lflodern boot. That it was not one of their owu marks
was proved by each trying the imprint.
Astounded beyond measure, the trio looked at each other.
'' Bejabers, it's quare," muttered Barney.
"It's more than queer,'' averred Small.
''What can it mean?"
" 'l'o whom do they belong!"
They looked up a()(l down the beach and all around. Not a living being other than themselves was in sight.
Here was a mystery.
They certainly were not dreaming. There was no mistake.
There were the footprints beyond all peradventure. For a time they
were at a loss what to do.
" It is one thing certain," declared the reporter, " we have struck
upon tbt> keenest mystery of the age.''
" Well, these footprints can only prove one thing," declared
Franli:.
"WellT"
" That is, that there are others, or at least one other upon this isle
bestdes ourselves."
"A castaway!"'
" Perhaps so!"
" In that case we may not be the first, next to Brant, to sail these
seas.''
" All that is admitted. But we must track down and make the acquaintance ol this unknown person. lt muy prove of value to us.''
So at once the trail was taken. It was easy to follow the plain foot·
prints.
Along the sandy beach they went for some ways. Then the trail
q uite suddenly terminated.
And there directly IJe!ore them, sitting nonchalantly upon a rock
and puffing a ctgar, was a man of the civilized type.
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"Very well," agreed the Hustler, with genuine pleasure. "That
makes us square theu."
"Yea!''
· " We collaborate!''
"Exactly!''
" Shake, old pard!"
They gripped bands and the breach was healed. From that moment
they were tbe warmest of friends.
Th1s pleased Frank exceedingly. The party returned to the subma·
rine boat in the best or humor.
Now that Jenks had become one of the party, be quickly became
popular, and ::lma11 was the most pleased of all to have him aboard.
The erstwhile rivals fraternized greally. Tbey compared notes and
worked together till ) ong past midnight.
The next morning ];'ranK was resolved to solve the mystery of the
island basin or the Devil's Hole, as it was called.
The diving suit was procured and the party set out for the shore.
Pomp as usual remained behind.
Landing, the cliff was quickly climbed and soon they were once
more in view of tbe basin.
There lay the pool, \>lack as ink and strangely forbidding. This impelled Barney to declar3:
"Shure, Misther Frank, I uon't loiKe the idea av yez goin' down
into that place at a11, nt all."
"Is that so, Barney!" exclaimed Frank, in surprise.
"Shure it is, sor."
"And why, may I ask!''
"Bekase, aor, 'I'm afrairl yez will niver cum out agio. Shure, if yez
think it nicessary to go down there at all, yez bad bettber le~ me go."
trank laughed at this.
·
"'that is very thoughtful of you, Barney," be said, "but I prefer to
take the risk myself. I think it will be slight, if you only keep a firm
hold on the rope." ·
"Begorra, we'll do that, S)r!''
·
"You may be sare of that, )frank.'' declared Small.
They now descended Into the basin by means of the steps. Frank
stood a moment on the verge of the pool.
He tritld to penetrate the black depths, but in vain. They were like
a wan of ink.
"Do yon believe there Is anything worth discovering down there,
:Mr. Reader• asked Jenks, dubiously.
"If I did not, I would not descend," replied Frank.
"What do you expact to find?''
"That I cannot specify, but I think I shall find a solution ~o the
mystery of this isle."
Jenks gripped his hand.
"I hope you will," be said. "May God be with you in this venture
and bring you safely back."
I
1
CHAPTER 1X.
A FEARFt:L FATE-SMALL'S DISCOVERY.

"THANX you!" replied Frank. "I anticipate little danger."
Then be put on the diving helmet and tbe reservoir; also the weights
upon his feet.
A rope was passed under his arms; then he stood upon the verge
of the pool.
"All rig btl" be said; " lower away I"
He swnn~ over the edge And slid down into the water. The rope
was paid out rapidly.
Soon, however, it slackened. and Small exclaimed:
" He has reached the bottom 1"
" Ay!" agreed Jenks. " Now may the rates favor him!"
They sat down upon the verge of the pool and waited for a signal
from the diver.
The rope moved about for a time curiously, then a strange and awful thing happened.
The water in the pool began to heave and throb furiously, and then
commenced that unearthly roaring sound, which Rent a chill of terror
to every heart.
For a moment the party on the verge .of the pool were paralyzed
and literally unable to act. Barney was the first to recover.
He was sufficiently terrified with the action or the pool, but
thOUI!ht of Frank Read~>, Jr., was pnramount.
"Help!" he screamed. " Shure there's Misther Frank down
there an' we must pull him u~. Give hold, yez omadhouns!''
":Mercy on us, yes!" cried Small. "Catch on to the rope, Jenks.''
" Pull away!"
And pull they did.
But as they did so they fell over backward in a heap, The resistance bad ceased, and they hast1ly hauled the rope up out of the
depths-but no Frank Reade, Jr., was at the end of it.
For a moment horror palled upon them. It seemed certain ~hat
the young Inventor hall come to harm.
"G.;d save us!" muttered Barney, in awful horror. "Ph were is
:Mistber Frank! Ocb, hone! it's the black fiend as has got him, bnd
cess to his loikes! Shure he's bit the rope In two wid Ins teeth."
Small and Jenks were pallid and tremt>ling. They regarded the
broken rope olankly.
"Something sharp cut that rope," <!eclnred Small. "My soul!
we must leave no Rtone unturned to rescue him!"
"Throw the rope down again!" cried Jenks; "perhaps he may lind
it and come up by it."
"Shure it's no use!" wailed Barney. "The black divil has him, an'
it's all or-or wid Mlsther Frank!"
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"Shut up your mouth!" cried Small angrily. "Throw the rope
over, Jenks."
The latter obeyed, but the water in the basin Miled so that it
would not sink. The roaring, bellowing sound was deafening.
In horror and despair tbe three men tried to study the situation.
The more they did so the more assured they became that Frank's fate
was sealed and that he was beyond rescue.
•
"There is no saving him!" groaned Small. "Ile is lost!"
"We ought to do something.''
"What?"
It was plain that nothir:g could be done. There was a thought
of returning to the Crab for a nother diving suit and someone of
the party going down afoer Frank. But this would seem to mean
only the needless sacrifice of another life.
So it was not tried.
The three desperate men hung about the pool for an hour until
the boiling waters subsided. Then the rope was lowered again in
the hope tllat it might bring the lost man to the surface.
But it did not.
Wllatever bad become of the young inventor there was no clew
ofl'ered. Barney wa's in a paroxysm of griei.
Every known method was tried to solve the mlstery, but in vain.
Thus the day was passed.
Slowly and sadly the three men loft the basin as darkness came
on. It seemed bard to leave Frank to such an unkno wn fate.
But it seemed or no use to loot.: further for him. Nor did it seem
possible.
·
However, on the way back to the shore, an idea, occurred to
Sma11.
"By Jove!" he exclaimed; "do you know what I think?"
" What!" asked Jenks.
"I believe the secret of the isle exists, just as Frank said, in the
basin."
.
"Well, it looks to me as if it'must continue to stay there.''
"Not much. We will try and solve it."
Jenks look€1d at his confrere.
"Mercy on us!" he exclaimed. "You haven't got it, have you!"
"What?"
"The crank idea which sent Frank to his death."
Small snapped his fingers.
"Don't be incredulous," be said. "When we get aboard the boat
I will outline my plan to you!"
•• I nm glad tbat you have one!"
Barney was yet "ailing dismally over the fate of his young master.
As be went at>oard be communicated the awful news to Pomp.
The darky went into a tit and could with <iifficulty be dissuaded
from throwing himsel! overboard. These two faithful servitors were
much devoted to Frank Reade, Jr.
But Small and Jenks finally succeeded in calming them in a measure. Then Sma11 elaborated his Ideas.
"It is my theory," he said, "that this island is hollow."
"Ho11ow!" exclaimed Jenks.
·
"Yes!''
" What are your reasons for thinking that, may I askr'
"Well, it is just now based upon fancy, I will adm1t. But allow that
the island Is hollow, that it is honeycombed with natural passages and
coves, many of these below the sea line.''
Jenks was intereRted.
"Go on!" he said.
" In that case it would not be difficult to explain the phenomena of
the isle at all. The boiling of the water in the basin nod the bellowing sound, could all be caused by the rush or the tide at periodic intervals through some internal passage."
For a moment Jenks and Barney and Pomp were &ilent. But as
the true force or Small's logical hypothesis began to dawn upon them
they became intensely excited.
.
"By the gods of India,'' ejaculated Jenks, " you have ~?;Uessed the
whole thing, old boy. Y<m are a dundyl Of course, that explains it!"
Barney's eyes glistened.
"Shure, an' p'rnps Misther Frank is somewhere In some av tbim
pass"ges now," be cried.
"Just so," agreed Small. "We will not give him up yet."
"Golly! I jes' hopes, sah, yo' tin' Marse Frankl'' cried Pomp.
" We will do so if such a thing is possible,"' declared Setll.
"What move can we make!" asked Jenks.
"Ah, that .is it! If it is the truth, then I imagine there is some way
of entering the passages !rom the open sea. We can quickly learn by
exploring the bed of the sea hereabouts."
"Sba11 we try it now!" asked Jenks.
"YAZ kin bet we will!" cried Barney, starting for the pilot-house.
"If we kin foind Misther Frank, the sooner we do it the betther!"
"But had we better not wait until morning!" asked Jenks.
" Why!" asked Sma11.
"The darkness--''
"You forget. It is always dark under water. We have an electric
search hgh t to obviate that.''
"Certainly,'' agreect Jenks. "I did not think of that."
Barney had closed the boat np and now proceeded to sink her.
Down abe went in one hundred futhoms of water.
The search light went flashing about through the coral reefs. It
was a remarkable spectacle.
There were scores of these ledges extending in all directions. The
adventurers began now to realize the magnitude of tbe task before
them.
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If there was a series of passages under \he island, if it was Indeed
honeycombed as Small's theory bad it, where was the entrance?
It would seem like looking for a needle in a haystack to find it.
Bot there was no other way but to look for it. So the Crab began
to thread its way among the reefs.
Hours were spent in this manner, and still the entrance seemed as
far away as ever. What was to be done? Nothing but to keep up the
quest.
For Small was positive that the pool and its basin wert> connected
with the sea by some 1ort of n passage. Whether this was large
enough to admit the sobmanne boat or not he could only guess.
It was slow and wearisome work, but an incident finally settled the
ditl'l:mlty. The tide, meanwhile, had begun to run out, and a distant
dull, roaring sound was beard.
This was the guide which now led them to the entrance of the island
cavern.
The Crab pushed its way through a forest of seaweeds and shot into
a high-roofed cuvem.
The water was rushing out of it with a strong current, but the boat
stemmed it all right and rapidly made ita way through the passage.
.
This led Into a terrific, high·roofed chamber, which covered acres
in its extent. Its roof was seen to be above the water llne.
This ma~e a small underground sen, and Small let the boat go to
tbe surface,
Tbe aenrch·li~~:ht flashed in all directions. It showed a mighty high
arched cavern chamber. There were huge pillars and mighty nave.
It was an impre~sive sight.
But far at one end the explorers saw that for which they were look·
in g.
This was an orifice, circular and smoothly worn and folly large
enough to admit the passage of a man's body. Toward this tbe sub·
marine boat made ita way.
As it approached a current of water was seen rushing through it.
In ita center was a slender pillar.
" There is the eauae of the land bellowing which we have heard on
the isle," declared Small, eontldently. " Beyond tilnt orifice ther.a is
some sort or a basin, which tills with water when tile tide comes in.
Tbe pressure of the escaping air and water when tbe tide goes out
against the roof give tbe strange sounds."
Jenks nodded his bead.
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The water lu the orifice was not up to his armpits, and he waded
along with tbe greatest ·or ease.
It was a matter of fifty yards through the structure; then he emerged into a curious dome-roofed chamber,
Just overllen.d he saw a gli:nmer of light. It came through the
crevice, and was a gleam or the day which had just dawned above.
Curiously, Small looked about the chamber. The water anywhere
was not above his armpits.
He crossed it and found an opening, the top of which was nearby
on a level with the water linE'. He stooped down and went under this.
It was a narrow place, and he found himself against a stone wall.
Reaehlng up, be felt the top or it above. Small was not the one to
heaita~e.

He drew himself up and dropped over on the other side. There was
a slight crevice under a brow of rock. He looked out over the surface
of the water and saw the outer world.
He saw circular walls of stone with steps cut in them.
"The Island basin I'' he gasped.
This was true.
He had actually penetrated to the basin. The commotion in ·tta
waters was easily explained by the waters rushing over.the barrier of
atone and out again.
The more Small studied the construction or these passages, the
better satisfied he was that they bad never been originally filled with
water. •
The ancient inhabitants had used these vaults for some purpose not
just obvious as yet.
The reporter, however, did not, in these observations, forget the
prime object or his visit.
'l'hia was, of course, to find Frank Rende, Jr. Thus fl\r he bad seen
DO trace or him.
He went carefully aud thoroughly over the basin floor, under
water. Every nook and corner and passage was explored.
But not a truce or him was to be found.
What did it mean!
If Frnnk had been stdeken down in any manner and died what had
become of hts boJy! A startling explanation occurred to Small.
With the outgoing of the waters it had doubtless been carried out
to sen. In that ease-he thought of sharks and shuddered.
He could stay no longer in tbe place. He quickly retraced his way
to the deck of the Crab.
Small was thoroughly satisfied that this was an accurate explanation of Frank Realie, Jr.'s fate. He was received eagerly by the
CHAPTER X.
others.
But when he had told his convictions there was a depression of
UNDERWATER DISCOVERIES.
spirits which it id hard to describe. Barney and Pomp were inconsol..· l.BLIEVE you have bit it, Seth," be declared; "it is a logical
able.
explanation of the phenomenon. But--"
. But after awhile, practical matters asserted themselves, and it was
"Wbatf'
\ .
decided to return to the open sen. They bad dona all that was possi"Is that basin beyond the orlfiee\ the pool!"
ble.
" I believe sn."
'
Barney and Pomp would navigate the Crab back to San Francisco,
"In that case we ought to find some trace or Frank Reade, Jr.,
and wire Frank's people in Rendestown. It was a sad outco;ne of the
pretty quick."
trip.
"We will try."
So the Crab threadea its way out of tbe labyrinth and into the ·opeu
The submarine boat approached nearer to the orifice. The search·
sea once again.
light was turned upon it full glare.
Tbe sun was high when the submarine boat shot above the surface•
.And this now revealed a startling discovery.
There were marks or masonry in the construction of the orifice. It The island looked enchanting in the morning light,
The voyagers regarded it sadly, for they had seen Frank Reade, Jr.,
looked like the work or human hands.
come to an untimely end. It could hold no cl:arms for them. .
"By Jove I" exelatmed Jenks, "human banda never made that!''
They might have sailed away from the isle then, but that Bnrpey reSeth stared·at it.
"I believe you are right,'' be muttered; "that is certainly membered !laving lelt, his knapsack, with bls favorite dudeen in it, by
the edge of the pool.
masonry."
"Be me aowl I uiver kin lave that," he cried. "Shure, it was a
"Nature could not do that."
priaint from me own fayther, an' it baa beeu in the O'Shea family since
uNo!''
the days nv William the Conqueror, Shore, I kin niver lave that be" That proves--"
"Notting as yet," replied Seth. "I must have a closer look at hindt.''
" Go back and get it, then,'' so.id 8mall. •' You are not afraid to go
it.''
The boat drew nearer to the orifice. There was no mistaking the alone!"
Barney winced and then looked at Pomp.
fact. It was really masonry.
Tbe latter ~ook the tip.
To say that the submarine voyagers were excited would be n
" Golly, Marse Small,'' he cried; "wba' am de mattnh wif dis chile
mild statement.
" By jingo!'' exclaimed Small, " at some time or other this cav· goin' along wi! de I'isbman. Sho' I nin' stretched mab legs on de land
lo' a long time."
ern was free of water.''
"That is all right," agreed the repor&er. 11 Go ahead!"
•• That is the whole story!" cried Jenks. " Why not picture the
With this the small boat was got out and Barney and Pomp rowed
former Inhabitants or this isle domiciled in these cavern chambers
ashore. Then Small and Jenks ensconced themselves In the bow to
when the sen burst In and drowned them?"
enjoy a smoke and wait for the return or the two jokers.
" That Is not illogical.''
It was quite a trent for them to get ashore in this man ncr. 'I' hey
"But what a tragedy!"
tumbled out of the boat, and bot tor the depression regarding Frank's
".Aw!ull''
!nt.e, they would have fallen to skylarking at once.
" Wbat shall we do about Itf'
But as it was they made their way slowly up the cliff un~il they had
" Put on diving suits and explore the region beyond that passage,"
For a moment the two men were silent. The position was a force· reached the summit and the highest point on the Bull's Head.
"Now yez remlmber, naygur,'' declared Barney, "phwat I was
ful one.
tellin' yez about the great loiknesa of this island ter the head aiV
Then Small sn~d
the diVII.''
"You will allow me the privilege, Jenks. I ask It as a favor.''
11
Yas, sa~,'' replied Pomp.
".All right," replied the Hostler, "but if you do not return·-"
"Well tbiu, east yer eye out yonder an' yez kin see his horns.''
"Well!"
"Golly, dnt am right!" exclaimed tile astonished darky; "it am
" I shall go after yon.''
berry much de same, aah.''
'
"I shall use all caution and retolD as quickly as possible.''
"So it is, nnygur. Now yez kin see fer yersilf.''
"Good!"
".A'right, l'ish. Now whar am dnt deep bole in de rock, sab
The submarln~ boat drifted close to the mouth of the orillee, m
which the water was' lowering rnJ'!rlly. Small donned the diving suit whar Marse Frank done go down an' nebber come up no mo'!"
"Jist yez folly me.''
and went out on deck.
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paved floor, and by the light o! the electric globe on his helmet he
saw an iron ring in the ston9 lloor.
This was enough for him.
He lifted the trap, for such it was, with an exertion o! great
strength, and saw stairs leading down into what depths he knew
not. Here was a discovery which at once interested him,
He felt sure now of solving the mystery of the is!and. Somehow
ne had been sure from the first that it was beneath the black waters
or this pool.
So be lifted the trap and looked down into the depths.
As he believed he fastened the door securely back and proceeded
to descend the stone steps. Down he went uutil below the level of
the door.
Then a slight catastrophe occurred. The door fell with territic
Ioree. [t did not strike him, but it di<.! shut him into utter darkness,
and the edge of the door cut the rope which connected him with his
friends ond the upper world in two.
For a moment Frank was stunned and star tled.
He triell to raise the doJ r, hut he might as well have tried to raise
the globe on his shoulders. It would uot yteld to his etl'orts.
Be was hopel~>ssly a prisoner. Here was truly a thrillir:g position.
What should he dot
,
For a 1ime be was i11 a dire quandary and a distressed state or mind.
Then the territic ontrushing or tile tiue IJegao.
It wos indeed a curious position. The diu about him was something
past all description.
Hat tinnily it passed, of course, and then Frank was enabled to act
ond think clearly. 01 course, he tried the trap once more.
W!len It became evident that this would not work, he did the next
best thing and descended to the depths below.
Here be came upon _a curious state o! affairs. The loot or the
stairway seemed walled up. To all appearance he was in a living
t.omb.
Words can hardly express the horrible chill which sottled down upon
him. But he was not the kind to give way to despair.
He bad a knife and a short ax with him. With these he began work
upon the trap.
He broke the knife in~o fragments, and turned the edge of his ax,
and oil to no purpose. Th~ cumbersome trap would not y:eld.
Finally, in sheer desperation, Fran!!: returned to the bottom or the
staircasA, and be~an examining tue wall again. Surely there mus~ be
some passage beyond, he clearly r•JUsoned.
So he found a crevice in the wall and inserted the blade o! his ax.
The result was thrilling.
A huge slob of rock swnn~ back. Beyond was a square chamber.
CHAPTER XI.
It might bave heen fifty feet square.
It was hi~h and larg~_~, and ueitller was it empty. In its center was
FRANK'S S TORY.
an altar o! curiously carved stone. On this there rAste!l a chest carv~d
IT was by no means a ghost which stood before Pomp and Barney out or soft sandstone. It wa8 capacious, ond as Frank looked into it,
but. the yonD!); inventor himself.
he saw that it was lull to the brim with shining metal.
How he came there, and why be hnd not turned up before we
It was a yellow metal, and at once gave bim a tltrill. He lifted one
shall presently explain.
of ~lte little cubes.
Frank regarded the two jokers in sheer amazement.
,
"Gold," he muttered; "and in ingots. Here is a large treasure!"
" What tomfoolery is this!" he cried. " Get up on your feet.''
It might have turned t.he hend of an ordinary man to have discovered
"Fo' de Lor', go way an' leave us, Marse Ghostis!" watled Pomp. such n. treasure. But Frank RPode, Jr., was not . that kind.
" Be me sow!, we're possessed av the devil," groaned Barney.
Be tittered some or the glittering lumps through his tin~~:ers and
Frank was angry.
muttered:
Be gave Barney a liberal kick.
11
Gold was doubtless their sacred metal. They placed it here
"Get up you scamp!" he cried. " What nonsense is this!"
aud tilled the caverl! with water so that it might never be discov.
Barney stole a glance upward. A snspicio!l of the mistake crossed ered."
bis 111ind. It was a little too stout a kick for a shadowy ghost.
It was a mighty discovery, but there was one thing dearer to Frank.
"Tare an' 'ounds!" he muttered, "is it yesilf, Miether Frankf'
This was his life•
.. or course it is, you idiot!"
And this was at stake.
"And ye're not dead!''
Unless he could find his way out or this place soon he must perish
"What the deuce are you driving at! Ah, I see. You had given
most u>isernbly. He had no hopes that his friends would ever be able
me up for dead."
"Yis, sor-yis, aorl" cried Barney frantically. "And it's aloive ye to lind him.
So he went back to work on the trap. Time passed-how long a
are! Och, naygur, it's a happy day onct more! Shure Misther Frank's
time he never knew. But be was doubtless under the trap when Small
corpe back!''
paid
his visit to the place.
"Fo' de good Lor'! I'se a happy nig~er once more!"
After a time, how .. ver, perseverance won. He managed to crack
And the way Frank was embraced by the two faithful fellows was
a caution to lovers. But presently all calmed down, and then Frank the huge slab or stone ami lifted one section or it. He then easily
emerged from his place of imprisonment.
said:
His tirst move was to kick the weights from his feet and rise like a
" ?{here are the others!"
cork to the surface.
"On bo'd the Crab, sah," replied Pomp.
He swam about o moment and then clambered out. His friends
"And you all g:.ve me up lor dead!"
were visible nowhere.
"Yis, sor!" crieu Barney.
"But why didn't you walt a reasonable time for me to return!"
Frank was not surprised at this; but he wos sick and dizzy from
"Shure we witJt aearchin' fer yez!'' cried Barney. "An' whin we • being so long under water. He removed his diving snit, and ascenddidn't find yez down there, we med up our moicds that the sharks had ing to the edge of the bn.qin, sank down exhauster! under ~orne trees.
got yezl"
Here he fell asleep. How long he was in this stare he was unable
With this Barney and Pomp told the story of the quest. Frank un· to determine, but whPn he awoke the sun w11s shinmg in his lace.
derstood all now.
Be sat up and looked about him, and it was then that he beard
"On my woru," he cried, 11 that was a close call for met If voices which seemed-not far away. Be looked over the edge of· the
you hrd gone off and left me, my fate would have been a serious basin and saw Barney and Pomp.
one ...
'l'be· reunion wos a joyful one. Barney and Pomp were beside themThen he told the story or his own experiences.
selves with joy.
It was a thrilling one and held Barney and Pomp spell-bound.
" Shure we thought It was oil up wid yez, Misther Frank!" declared
We will ~ive it in brief.
the Celt, "but, bejallers, ye're wid us once agin.''
"Anti glad I am of thnt, my friends," declared Frank, warmly,
Upon sliding into basin In his diving snit Frank hod little idea
what he wns likely to encounter. Be kept his eyes open, however, "bot now the question is, w.hat is to be don~>!"
fer any poseihle poril.
"Shure ye'll not go away and leave all that golil down there!'' askBut n9ne seeme<l vistble, and he proceeded t.o make a eearch o! ed BaruP.y; "faith we ought to tnke that along fer the luck av it.'' ·
the floor of the basin. Almost at once he discovered that i~ was a
"And we will," agreed Frank, "but I most have help. We need a

Barney led the way down the steep path until the sink or basm
was in view.
There lay the pool of water as placid as could be. Down the
s~eps the two jokers went.
.
And there upon the rock where he had left it, Barney found his
!wapsack intact. But close beside It lay another object.
At sight of this Barney paused, and his eyes seemell likely to bulge
l :rom his head.
' ·• &lither av Moses!" he gaspee!; "ph were did iver that cum from?"
It was a diving helmet and the chemical reservoir. 'fhe last time
!.Iamey had seen this it had t-een on Frank Reade, Jr.'s buck.
To say that he was amazed would be a mild statement. For full a
·
nunute he could not speak.
·• Wha' am de mattah wif yo', chile!'' tinally asked Pomp.
" Begorra, there's en off," tinally blurted forth Barney; ' do yez see
that t hin!!; there?''
"It am a divin' helmet."
"Yis, au' be hivens it's the wan that Misther Frank wore whin be
wint under the wather."
The two jokers looked at each other blankly. They were not dream·
inp;, but were aurely wjde awake.
Yet what mystery was this! If Frank had been carried out to sea
and eaten by sharks, bow had his helmet returned to the spot!
Here was a conundrum.
Barney finally plucked up enough courage to reach d.Jwn and pick
it up.
Yes, there was no doubt aiJout It; it was the very helmet worn
by Frank.
Never in hi@ life had the Celt received so forcible a shock. His
knees began to tremble.
His face turned white and his eyes rolled.
He picked up his
knapsack and said:
"B~jabers, naygur, the divil owns this place!
We'd betther go
back to the boat at wanstl"
" l'se wif yo', honey 1"
The two jokers started up the steps, but a cheery voice caused
them to nearly fall in a heap.
" Well, Barney and Pomp, I'm glad enough to see you! Where
are the other men!"
Barney gasped and Pomp moaned. They ~ave one look upward,
and then sank trembling down.
" Ghosts!'' muttered Pomp.
·
·
1There before them stood Frank Reade, Jr., bock from the dead!
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couple or more diving suits. Which one of you will go back to the sent any possible chance for e6Cape. And quite naturally Frank emboat and get tbem anti also bring one of the reportus back!"
·
braced it.
"I'll do tbat, sah," replied Pomp. "An' I'll stay dar an' let dem
He announced t!Jis pl..n to Barney and Pomp, and they were at once
bof come buck, sa h."
in favor of it. It was now in order to lied tile boat.
·• Sphoken loike a man,'' cried Barney; "sbure I've ilegaot respict
As Lime was a most valuable quantity, they at once set out along
fer yure gwerosity, naygur."
the coast 'to lind the cmft. 'l'!Jey were by no means sure of success.
Away went Pomp to carry out this plan. Harney and Frank sat
For it wus possible that the tide bad dislodged and carried it
down to wait for the comin~r of the others.
out to sea. With hopeful hearts, however, they wen t on.
They chatted cheerfully upon the prospects of securing the treasure
lt was some miles at the other end of the isle that Jenks had
and making a safe cruise hom~>.
landed. After climbing over rocks and traversing reaches of sand
Thus fur the voyage ball proved a prodigious success. '!'hey could however, they finall y came upon the boat.
'
congratulate tb!!mselves upon this.
It lay between two huge bowlders. The three castaways carried
But the perils of the enterprise were as yet by no means over, as ,it down to the waters' edge.
tbey were destined very quickly to learn.
'l'be oars were intact and there was a small sail. Getting into
Time passed slowly.
the boat the adventurers begun to row back to the point from
" lt seems to me it is about time for them to come," declared which they had Atarted.
Frank. " What can be keeping them!"
By this time the day bad waned, and it was decided to wait un"Begorra, I think I'll be aftber climbing up to the tower mesil! to til the next day before proceeding. As all were much exhausted
see if I can see them," declared Burney.
camp was made on the beach, and th ey slept.
But before the Celt could execute this move both were electrifiej by
As there were no wild animals or human foes on the isle, it was
the sound or a terrified voice above them.
deemed safe enough to sleep without a watch. So all turned in.
"Golly, Marse Frank, jes' yo' cum quick as eber yo' kin! Dat boat
Wilen day dawned again Frank was tlrst astir. He felt still" and
ain' nowhere in ' sJght., an' I don' behebe dom rascal reporters hab jes' sore from his experiences of the day before. Moreover a new probgone off and left us behind!"
·
lem bad presented itself to him.
" Whatf'' exclaimed Frank.
They had found the ship's boat, and it was stanch and seawor·
He and Buruey stared at each other. Then both climbed out of thy •. !Jot on the other band, bow were they to put to sea without
the basin. They went, without a moment's delay, to the Martello prOVISIOnS!
tower.
Could such a thing be obtained on the island! This was a serious
Here a good view of tile water all about the Island could be had, and most puzzling question.
and not a sign of the submarine boa\ was visible auywhere.
·Barney and Pomp had brought their rilles ashore with them. But
With a gasp of surprise and horror Frank sank down upon the cop- where could ~arne be procured!
ing of the tower. He wus overcome.
Ducks and geese and ptarmigans ware plenty, and fish could be
"We are in for it now, " be declared.
caught off the reef. Such food would support life indefinitely on the
" Begorra, I wish I had u rope around their necks,'' declared Bar- island.
ney. " I'll moighty soon bring t.bim back!"
But in the boat upon the open sea it would hardly k~ep a day. Then
"Golly! I dido' link dey would be eo mean as to do a ling like starvation must supervene.
dat," exclaimed Pomp.
It was easy to cnmprehend what it would mea.o to be at sea in an
" No, nor do I believe it now," declared Frank. " I tell you some- open boat without foot! or drink. The horror of sucb au experience
thing bas happened to the boat. Perhaps it has sunk."
,could hardly be overestimated.
Barney started up with a sharp cry.
What was needed for suc:h a voyage was imperisil.Able gosHts-such
" Be7,orra, Misther Frank, if that is the case, sbure we kin foind as .salt beef and sl;ip's biscuits a11d water.
out, Ill put on yore diving suit and go out there and thry to foinll
This latter, the most important of all stores could D<'t be carried
tllim. ' '
·
for the lack of wa,er jars or kegs. All these obstacles confronted
Frank gave a start. He saw that this was wholly practicable.
Frank.
The submarine boat bad beeo anchored not a hundred yards off
And the more he considered them the better sn,tisfied he becrmJ A
shore. Tbis would be an Ausy distance to travel and the problem could that it was impo&sible to undertake the crui/le. It would be better,
lJ., solved at once. So Baroay started for the shore.
ay far, to remain on the isle.
He imparted this fact to Barney and Pomp. They l'ecE).ived it &i·
lently. ]!'rank could see that they Wllrll depressed.
CHAPTER XII.
BJt finally Pomp came to Frank's side, and said:
" We'se willin' to stay wif yo', sub, in any pabt oh de worl' fo' ebWHICH ENDS THE TALE.
ber. P'mps dem reporters be sorry and come l)nck some day, snh!"
As all started down for the beach, they were imbued with the beli~ f
Fran It bad \bought of this, but~h e had nvt yet peen able to rPcaocile
himself to the belid that Small and Jenks bad pttrposely gone and
that Barney would lind the Sea Crab.
....
What more logical than the reasoning that the tank lever had slip- .left them.
It was hie firm beilef that some serious accident bad overtake::;
ped and she hull gone down, antl the two reporters were not familiar
the boat and its ~ wo occupants. He was yet of the opinion that they
enough with the machinPry to raise her.
II this was true and Barney could get aboard her, he could very were at the bottom of the sea off the island.
With this conviction be had sevaral times thought of i.nstituting a
qnij:kly change tbe situation. So they wem down to tbe water's edge
with very strong hopes.
search himself with tl.e diving suit, though for all that Barney's efThe Celt quickly dor.ned his diving-suit and slipped into the surf. fort!! might not bave bean at fault.
But all things have an end. They bad been two days cast away
He was quickly out of eight.
Pomp and Frank sat down upon ~be sands to await his return. It when a change came.
Barney awoke one mornin)!: to behold a startling sight. In the litwas a lime of much suspense.
tle bay below was a vesAel. There it lay at anchor, and be gasped :
Minutes rnssed into the hour.
" Mitber av Moses ! It's the Cmb!"
They w~<re impatient, yet aware that progress under wat.e r is slow.
Then a horrible thought came to Frank.
There she lay at anchor just as if she had been there all the time.
What if Barney should get lost amon11; the innumerable reefs and fail But a sm r. ll .bont was putting oil' from her for the shore.
And in it were two occupants.. They were the two reporters, Small
to lind lois way back to the shore? What again, if some giant octopus
or shark should pick him up!
and Jenks.
What a horrihle sttuation would then be theirs! Some strange sort
For. a moment Barney was so overcome that he hardly knew how to
of fate bod followed them since they had come to this i~Je."
act. Then suddenly recoverin g himself, be let out an Indian yell
Was it destined to accomvlish thetr ruin! Truly this was an isle of which would ha\·e almost waked the dead.
In an instant Frank and Pomp were upon their feet. Then a shout
ill fortune.
·
Time paosed, and two hours had gone by. Still no sign of Barney. came from the men in the boat.
To express the emotions ol all at the glad reunion would baffie the
Frank grew fidgety.
Had be possessed another diving suit he would have gone in quest most skillful of pens. Of course Small and Jenks bad an explanation
to make.
or him.
And it was a remarkable story which they told.
But just at this critical moment the surf became agitated and a dark
object arose. It was Barney's helmet.
When Barney and Pomp had left for the island to recover the Celt's
The Celt came dripring out of the sea and crossed the sands. He knapsack, Small had strolled into the pilot bouse and fell to monkeyquickly threw off the helmet and sank down exhausted.
ing with the keyboaJd. The result proved disastrous.
As soon as he- couh.l get his breath he made reply to the queries·
For In some manne~ the lever slipped and the boat started straight
thru1t upoc him in rapid order.
out to sea at lull speed.
" Divil a sign av thin: kin yez foind out there,'' he' declared. "Shure,
Now the keyboard was a Chinese puzzle to both reporters. For a
they've sailed away a nd given us the ticket nv leave."
.
moment they were dazed with the enormity of t be misfortune nod its
A !earful gloom fell over all. Frank paced up and down the sands. possibilities.
For a time he was wholly in despair.
"Great Scott!'' exclaimed Small, "we are in a scrape now, Jenks."
Then a sudden thought came to him.
•
"I should say so!"
" What shall" we do?''
He recalled t,he fact that there was a row-boat on the isle, the one
by which Hustler Jenks had come thither. It mizht be possible to
" There is only one Ching we can do. I've got to solve this ri<ldle
embark in this nod reach sume part of the Kamtschatka coast, and and stop the boat. If I don't we will run straight into Kamtschatka."
trust to fortune to carry them to some S€aport.
So Small went to work and Jenks assisted him. At length in some
At least, It was the only outlook at pre~ent, which seemed to pre- manner they stopped the machinery.
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But · they were now in just ns great a ! Uandary. They could not
navigate tue boat, a nd were far out of sight or the island. Nor did
they kno w how to locate it.
The Sen Cmb fortunately was rigged for a small sail, and this
they proceeded te spread. Jenl<s could sail a boat, and thus r:gged
they set forth to find the isle.
The days of drilling and lazy sailing in the idle wind were days or
suspense and forebodings to them.
.
It was a happy day indeed when one morning the island was under
1 th.,lr lee, and they were enabled to make the anchorage from which
they had started so s uddenly a few days before.
Their surprise and delight at.being united again With Frank Reade,
Jr., can hardly be expressed.
'l'hey li~tenell to his story with interest ani] w.:~nderment.
" Well,'' cried Jenks , "if there is gold bid away down .there In that
basin, I any let's resurrect it!"
" Amen !" cried Small.
And so it was decided.
Frank q uickly laid pinna for the recovery or the treasure. This Lime
Pomp was left aboard the Sea Crab.
Tte gold seekers were quickly on shore and had reached the basin.
Frauk a nd Barney donn ed diving-suits and descended into the underground vault.
It was an arduous task bring ing up the gold !rom its depths. But
the adventurers persevered and soon had accomplished th e feat.
There it was a shining heap of yellow ingots. It was a fortune for
all of them .
The next thing in order waa to remove it to th e ·submarine boat.
This was done, and it was safely stowed aboard.
It was with feelin~a of the most profound satisfaction that t.he ljLtle
pa rty of explorers flnallv bade adieu to the Boll's Head Isle.
They climbed the Martello tower for the last time, and took a look
from its summit. Then they descended to th e boat ou the beach be·
low and put ocr from the isle.

SEA.

No time was lost in 2:etting ready to leave the Boll's Head. The
Sea Crab started eastward at a lively rate or speed. Soon the isle
was but a dot on the horizon.
" Well," said Seth Small, drawing a sigh of relief, "shall we compare notes now, friend Jonks?"
" I am ready !''
"I sul•pose that story will appear simultaneously in the News·
gatherer and the Universe!'' laughed Frank.
"Exactly!" replied Jenks. "I am not going to take any advantage or my friend."
8ome hours later they passed under the clilf arch and emerged into
the North Pacific. Straight out to sea Frank headed, and then
set his course due south.
He had come hither under Arctic ice. He would return by the way
of Cape Horn.
"It will wear the Crab's Angiues out," he said, "but I can easily replace them. I don't care abol.!t taking that trip bock under the ice."
"Right, Frank," cried Setb; "only pot us ot! at 'Frisco. We must
get our dispatches throu~h.'' .
·
" All right," agreed Frank.
So the Sea Crab put in at the Golden Gate. But there it was found
that the submarine boat would never stand the trip around the Horn.
The next beat thing was done; she was taken apart and shipped
hack to R eadestown in sections. Frank Reade, Jr., with Barney and
Pomp also returned thith<Jr, and Frank began work on a new inven·
tion.
It was a marvelous "story" which the two reporters made out or
the trip. But that was not all.
A friendship was germinated which was destined to last through
life, for with their share of the golden treasure they founded a journal ·
of their own under the name ol Small, Jenks & Co., and are running
it u;>on up-to-date ideail.
[THE END. l
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or sent to your address, post paid, on rP.ceipt of price. Address
Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York.
Box2730.

llOW •ro DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight explain ed by h!3
for mer assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how tile secret dl!i~
Jogues were carried 011 between tile magicitm and til e boy on the
11tage; also giving a ll the codes and signals. 'l'he only authonM.c
explanation of S'lcond sight. Price 10 cents. For sale by a ll newsdeniers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address,
postage free, on receipt of tile price. Address Fran lr ·r ousey, pubilqiler, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New Yorlt. Box 2730.

BO W 1'0 BECOME a SPEAKER--Containing fonrteen illustration,.,

BOW '1'0 BECOllih AN INVENTOR-Every bOy should know bow 1no
ventions originate. This book explains them all, giving examples
in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanies,
etc., etc. 'l'he most instructive book published. Pnce 10 cents:
For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
sene to your address, postage free, on. receipt of price. Addres&
Jt'rank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street New York.
lk>x"2730.

ERANK TOUS:EJY'S TJNITED STATES DIS~ANCE ':.iB'LES, POCKE'l'
COMPANION, AND GUIDE.-Giving the official distances on all the
railroads of the United States and Canada. Also, tables of diswncoo
by water to foreign ports, hack fares in the principal cities, reports of
the census, etc., etc., making it one of the most complete and handy
books published. Price 10 cents. For sale by every newsdealer. oi
sent to your address, postage free, on receipt of the price. Frank
Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York. BoJi
2730.

~1'0 BECO~lE A GY}I.NAST.-Oontaining fnllln structlons for all
kind~ of gymnastic sports and athletic oxercises. EmbrMing thirty-

BOW

five ilhtRtrntinuq, By P rofessor W. Macdnnald. A handy and useful
book. l'ric'l 10 cents. }'or sale l\y every newsdealer in the United
States and Cauada, or will be sent to your address, post-paid, on
receipt of the pried. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, 34 and 36
North Moore Street. Ne w York. Box 2730.

giving the differen.t positions reauisite to become a good speaker,
reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose nnd poetry, arranged in thA most simple and concise
manner possible. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States
and Canada, or sent to your address., postage free, on receipt of ten
cents. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 a.o.'.,; 36 North Moore
street. New York. Box 2730.

.¥JW

TO PLAY GAMES.-A ~on:iplete _Mid useful little book, coo.
talning the rules and regulatiOns of B1lhards, Bagatelle, Backgam·
mon, Croquet, Dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents. For sale by all nbWS<
dealers in the United States and C:.J.ada, or sent to you~ addr~.l
postage free, on receipt of p:r:ice. Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and l!ll
North .Moore street, New York. Box 2780.
.

TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING !'ARTY Is the title of a very valuTHE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE llOOK.-- BOW
abte little book just published. A complete compendium of gamea.
Sometll in g new and very instructive. Every boy should obtain this
sports,
card diversions, com~c · recreations, etc., suitable for parlor or
boolt, as it contai ns full iustructillns for organizing an amateur min·
drawing-room entertainment. It contains m.ore for the money than
strel troupe, ·and will cost you but 10 cents. For sale by all news-,.any book published. Sold by all new!>dealers, or send 10· cents to
denlers in the United States or Canada, or sent to any a ddress, po~t·
F rank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York,
age fr~e. on receipt of price. Address Frank 'l 'ousey, publisher, 34
and receiva it by return mail, llOSt Da.id.
and 36 North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.
SOW 1'0 COLLECT S~UAMPS AND COINS.-Containing valuable In· J[OW TO EX.PLAIN DREAM<!.-~verybouy dreams, rrom the little chna
to the a~ed man and woman. This nli\;le book gives the explanation
formation regarding the collecting and ttrranging of stamps and
t o all kmds of dreams, together with luckS a.Pd unlucky days, an~
coins. Handsomely Illustrated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
"Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate. For s:r'e by every newsnewsdtlalars in the United States and Can:tda, or sent free of post- ·
dealer in the United States and Canada. Price 10 Cllnts, or we will
age upon receipt of the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher,
send
it to your address, postage free, on receipt of prfce. Frank
34 and 36 Nortll Moore Street. New Yoric. Box 2780.
Tousey,oublisher, 34 a nd 36North Moore street, New York. Box27SO.
H'JW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing fall instructions
for constructing a window garden either in town or country, and BOW TO MAKE Ai{D SET TRAPS.-Including hints on how to trap
Moles, Weasels, Otter, Rats, Squirrels and Birds. Also ho,w to cure
the most approved methods for. t·aising beautiful fiow ers 11t home.
' Skins. Copiously lllustmted. By J. Harrington Keene. Price 10
'l'he roost ~o mplete b~ of the kind ever published. l'rice 10 cents.
cents.
F or sale by all newsdea.lNS in the United States and 01-qada,
F or sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
or sent tc your address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Addresa
sent to your address, postage free, on receipt of price. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York.
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 Nortil .Moore Street, New York.
1'. 0 . Hex 2730.
Box 2730

Latest Issues of

Latest Issues of

Frank Reatle Library YouNG

THE 5 OENT

COMIC LIBRARY.
No.
68 Nimble Nip, the Imp of the ScbooJ,

69 Sam
70

~pry,

b

0

b4·~~t¥".!;~

'16 Judge Oleary's Country Court,
byb~~:r:l~·~!:!~
77 J aak Ready's i:>chool &rApes,
by Peter Pad
,8 !\lqldooo, the Solid Mao,
by 'fom TeASer
79 Joe Junk, the Whaler; or, Anywhere for 11'un,
by Peter Pad
SO The Deacon's So•; or, 'fbe Imp of the VillUR:e.

81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out With a biJ;:~J~kaaer
Combination.
by Peter Pa.d
8'l The Funny li'our.
b)' Peter Pad
83 Muldoon·s Bn.se Ball Club,
by ' l'om 'l'easer
S4 Muldoon's Base Ball Club in Boston, by Torn 'J'euer
85 A Had Egf!: or, Hard to Orack,
by '1'om Teaser
86 Satn; or, l'he Troublesome J.f'oundlingby Peter Pad

87 Muldoon's Base Ball Olub in Pbiladelp,hia,

.ss Jimmy Grimes; or, Sharp, Smart andbla!:~~ 'l'easer
by Tom 'l'easer
89 Little •rommy Bounce; or, Something L1ke His
Dad,
by Petor Pad
90 Muldoon's Picnic,
bJ Tom Tauer
91 Little Tommy Boance on Hie Travels; or, DC\ing

Bo~r'd\S:!~S!g~!~~r.

Sam Bowser at

Play.

Price 5 Cents.

br, Peter Pad

~i ~ lto~¥i~'gt~io~e7:.~DJack Ready's ~~eTo~ru~:.aaer
by Peter Pad
'14. An Old Boy; or, Maloney After EduoatJoo, 1
b.f Tom 'l easer
75 TumbliDK Tim; or, Traveling WiLh a. Ctrcue,

f/o;:t:~dPad

by Peter Pad

93 Next Door; or, 'fhe lri.sh Twins,
by 'l'oiU 'l'easer
94 The Aldermen Sweeneys of New York,

No.
87 Fri~! J;!~:;jf~'1h~I~J!:reS~~~:~~!~~irie; or, Fighting
88 Under tne A111azon for a 'l'housa.od Miles; or, Frank

Fr!8k<\t~~J~~ J';~~d~~~rifo.r

the Silver ~hu.le; or,
Under thaeOcea.n in the Electric oC Dolphin."
90 Frank Reade, Jr. 's Catamaran of the Air; or, \Vild and
Wonderful Adventures In ~orth Anstr&lia.
91 Frank Reade. Jr.'s ~earch For a Lost .M an in His Latest Air Wonder.
92 i''rF~~ t~:at~St~r,:;a!~.Centr&l India; or, The Search
89

00 Tb·T·r~~st/~Ne~~t~~db:~·P ~r~~k Reade Jr. 's Wonderful
94 Over the Andes With Frank Reade, Jr., in His New
Air-Ship; or, Wild Acl1'entures in l'ero.
96 Frank Reade, Jr. 's Prairie Whirlwind; or, 1'he Mystt~ry
ot the l::lidden Canyon.
96 Undet· the Yellow Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search
for the Cave of Pearls Wiib His Ne\' ~ubma..rine
Cruiser.
97 Around the Horizon for 'J'en Thousand Milea ; or,
Frank Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful '!'rip \Vith H1s AirShip.
98 Frank .H.eade, Jr.'s ' 'Sky Scraper;" or, North and
:Soul.h Around the World.
99 Un~:~J:.eJ~~~G~~~[:;t' l~b~~~nt~.Qg;:~; or, Frank
100 From Coast to Uoast; or, Frank R-eade Jr.'s Trip
Across Africa in His Electric" Boomerang. "
101 Frank Reade, Jr., &nd His Electric Car; or, Outv..it102

~~t~: ft:SKte~:~eta1:~~f the Moon; or, Frank Reade,

by Tom Tea.ser
95 A Bad Boy's Note Book,
by " Ed"
96 A Bad Boy at School.
by " Ed"
91 Jin:my Grimes, Jr.; or, the Torment of t.he Village,
by 'fotn Teaser
98 Jaok and Jim; or, Rackets and Scrapes at
Sc~ool,
by 'l 'om 'reaser
99 'l'he Book A~n'' • Luck,
by "l!:d"

Jr .'• Great Trip With His New Air-Ship, the
u Scud.'"
103 100 Miles Below the Surface of the Sea.: or, The 1\Iarvelons Trip or Jfrank Reade, Jr.'s "Hard-SheH"
Submarine Boat .
1Q4; Abandoned in Alaska; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Thrilling Search for a Lost Gold Claim With His New
New l!;lectric Wagon.
105
8

102 'l'he '!'raveling Dude: or. 'Phe Comical Adventures of Clarence Fitz Roy Jones. by 'l'um Teaser
103 Senator t\1 uldoon,
by 'l'om Teaser
104 'l't~:~:!':~~instrels; or. Working ~hep~:;;~ePad
105 The Oomiea.l Adventures of 'I wo Du~es,
by 'f om Teaser

106 U un~e0:~ u: o9~e~nS'~aotle~~~k Reade, Jr.'s Subm&r-

l&'f ~~\~:::: Br!tg~~'b~n~use,

t~ 'f~':t :t:::::~

l~ ~:~J~:~: t'i: ~~: ~::: lt.

g~ :::~::: :t::::~

108 Billy &loss; or, From One Thing to Another,
by 'fom Teaser
10? Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jan e,
by 'f'om 'l'easer

H~ ~~~·J::~~~·~r:s!;;G:::S·~ti: *~~· it!>r.~~~~~ 'l'easer

by Peter Pad
112 Johnny Brown & Oo. at School; or, 'l'he Dea.c113

Ji~:sJ!gk a;n~ij?r!~ '!~:c~~ree HaJ'YJ:~~e~Pad
Crack

by 'l'om l'easer

Ui r oltB.

by Tom Teaser

114 Smart & Oo ., the Boy Peddlero 1•
by Peter Pad
115 Tbe Two Boy Ulowns ; ot, A ~ummer With a

116 BonDy Bounce; or, A Block of the Old Ubip,

H7
118
119
120
121
122
123

by Peter Pad
Dick Plunket: or. 'l'he Trials Rnd Tribulations of J£benezer Orow,
by Mam f)miley
Muldoon in Ireland; r, The Soljd Mnn on the
Old Sod,
by 'l'out 'l'easer
Mulctoon's Grooery Store. Part I , by 'l '0111 11easar
Muldoon's Grocery Store. Part II, by •rom Teaser
Bob Bright; or. A Boy of BusinesR and Fun.
Part I,
by 'l'om Teaser
Bob Urigbt; or, A Boy of Business and Fun.
M1~fJ~!~'·s Trip Around the World. bJ>:r'ti1, 1'ea.ser
Youn~

124 Muldoon's Trip Around the World.

b~~~t'ft Teaser

by •ro111 Teaser
Part I.
by Tom 1'easer
Muldoon s Hotel. Part II,
by ·rom •r ea.s"r
Muldoon's Ob rt stm~
by Tom 'reuer
'l'be Shortya' Obrtstm&& Rackets,
hy .Peter Pad
S~filj;~~·d~r·j,~~t ~-~llowing in the ~~~~t!~sPad
Sam Smart.. Jr.: or. Foflowin~: in the F'oo~tepe
of His Dad. Part II,
by Peter Pad
Three of Us ; or, Hustling for Boodle and Fun.
Part 1.
by 1.'om Teaser
'l'h ree of Us ; or, Hustling for Boodle a.nd .Fun.

125 Muldoon's Hotel.

1~

127
128
129
130

131

132
133

I

Price 5 Cen ts.

by Tom Teaser

M~3:!r: 6~i~~

1

O~~~o~ Fun; or

Six Months With

134 Dick Duck, the Boss of the Town,
135 'fbe Shortys Doing Europe; or,
'l'our for ltun. Part 1,
136 'J'be Sbortys Doing Europe; or,
Tour for Fu n. Pa.rt 11,
137 Aunt Ma.ria; or, She Thought She

a~~~?:." 'l'ea.ser

uy Peter Pad
by Tom Tease r
On a Grand
by tiam Smiley
On a Gr&Q.d
by Sam Smiley
Knew It All,

138 Muldoon In Chicago ; or, The Solid Xf~.~a~~ ~b':iley
World's Fair.
by Tom Teaser
139 Co usi n Harry ; or, An Eaglish Boy in America
Ptnt I.
by Sam Smiley
140 Cou r.i n Ha.rry ; or, An English Boy in Ameri ca,
Part II.
by Sam Smiley
141 A New 'I'ommy Bounce; or, The Worst of the
Lot. Part I.
by Sam Sruiley
142 AL!.: .w ~~~~~n:i'i~ Bounce; or, The Wbo~ta~! ~t:iJey
f 43 Stump; or, "'Liotle, But, Ob, Myl" '¥art I.
by Peter Pad
144 Stump; 01·, "Little, But, Oh, .My!'' Part 11.
by Peter Pad

SLEUTH LIIJRARY.

By the author of "Young Sleuth."

By "Noname.''

the New York Drt1mmer; or, Busmeas

71 'l'bose Qu.iet "l'wiJ>S,

92

Latest Issues. of

Ab~~~tdF!~io:S~~·~\~ Wfi~ iJ.i~rAi~'h~~. ~ea~tr~i('.~

1

107 ·

108

8

F~~~t ~~ih~~~u~a!h\~i~~~i~ .?Ov!~r:n~ ~:~ibu~~a

·r;0~~::Tu~f ~r~~me~it~r, }ii~ nkr-~::adl'ir~S·~jPM~::

., E'lash."
·•
109 Lost in the Great Undertow: or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s
:Submarine Cruise In the Gulf St1·eam.
110 From 'l'ropic to 'l'ropic ; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest

111 T;t~~ ~~tjt ~i~~~ck~~t~iri ~n Air-Ship; or, Frank
Reade. Jr.'s Great Mid-Air F'Jigbt.
112 The Underground Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr. 's Subterranean Cro.ise in His Submarine Boat.
113 The Mysterious Mirage; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert
Search for a Secret 0ity with His New Overland
Ohaise.
114 The .Hieot.ric Island ; or, l!'rank Reade. Jr. 's Search for
tbe Greatest Wonder on Ear~h \Vit.h His Air-Ship,
t he "Fii11ht."
115 For Six 'Veeks Huried in _a Deep Sea Ca"Ye; or,
Frank Rea.de, Jr.'s Great Sohmartne Search .
116 'l'he Galleon's Gold; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep ~ea
Search.
117

A~~~~rtcus~!!i~ ::u~~~:d!r/!rai~!e~t~r~sHf: Ntt~

Antipodes.
Reade, Jr . 's Greatest Flying llachine; or,
Fia-hting tbe 'l'error of the Coast.
On the Great Meridian With Fr1mk Reade, Jr. , In His
~:i~ i~iKi~dh~X.ir.or, A 'l'wents-Five 'l'housand Mile
Under the Indian Ocean With Frank Reade, Jr.; or,
A Cruise in a Sub1narine Boat.
Astray in the Sehas~ or, The Wild Experiences ot
ir,:~~c~W~~' tg!·Ele~i~YOaa~d Pomp, in South
Lost in a ComeS's Tail; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange
ildventure Wtth Hia.New Air-Ship.
Si~ f:innken Pirate.!; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Marvelous
Adventures in the Deep Sea.
Beyond the Gold Coast.; or, ltrank RerLde, Jr .'s Overland Trip With His Electric Phaeton.
Latitude9()0: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Most Wonderful
Mi<I-AirFiight.
.
Afloat in a Sunken Forest: or, With Frank Reade,
Jr., on a. Submarine Oruise\
Across the Desert of Fire: or, Frank Reade, .Jr.'s

118 Fra.nk

119
120
121

122
123

124
125
126
127

o!!:rTe,~~uo~~~Yu~uts~t~~~~er!';k"nJt~~de. Jr.'s Long
Uista.nce Flight With His New Air-Sbip.
129 The Ooral Labyrinth; ot·, Lost With Frank Reade, Jr.,
in a Deep Sea Oave.
130 Along tL.e Orinoco; or, With Frank Re&de, Jr., in
Venezuela.
131 Across the Earth: or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s Latest Trip
With Hi!!~ New Air-Ship.
132 1.000 Fathoms Deep; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
the Sea of Gold.
133 The Island in the Air; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Trip to
the 'l'ropics.
134 ln the Wild .Man's Land: or, With Frank Reade, Jr.,
in the Heart of Australia.
135 'J'he Sunken Isthmus; or, With Frank Reade. Jr .~ in
the v ·n ca.tan Ohannel With Bta New Submarine
Yt.cht the" Sea Diver.''
136 The Lost Caravtt.n: or. Frank Reade, Jr., on the
Staked Plains With His "Electric Racer."
137
9
128

Tr:r;:~~~eA:Y:t::i~~s rc:::~:V ~t::eH1:· 'Ne!a~i~:

138

T~!i~!!d"J~~~~~j~e~~.

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange
Submarine Search for a Deep Sea Wonder.

No .
78 Young Sleuth in Siberia; or, Saving & Young American
from tbe l'rison Mines.
79 Young Sleuth Almost Knocked Out; or, Nell Blondin's
Desperate Game.
80 Young :Shmt.b 'and Billy the Kid Nnmber •rw o ~ or, The
Hidden Ranch of the Panhandle.
81 ·Y oung Sleuth's Master Stroke; or, The Lady Detective's Mnuy 1\-lasks.
82 Murdered in a Mask; or, Young Stentb n.t the French
Ball.
gJ Young Sleuth in Paris; or, The Keen Detective and
the Bomb-'fhrowers.
84- Younw Sleuth and the Italian Brigands: or, 1'he Keen
Detective's Greute.at Re.seue..
85 Young Sleuth and a Dead Ma.n's Secret; or. TheMessage in tbe Handle of a D!'8'2er.

r, ~~~
t ~~~~~ ~:r~:!; 1~~u~~~~O~~t?s ~:;i:~or. F o llowing a Pair of Wild New York Lads.
0

1

88 Yo11ng :Sleuth at Atlantic City; or, The Gr-eat Seaside

Mystery .

89 Young Sleuth, the Detective in Chicago; or, Unravel-

90 '1'bi:\il\::r~i:
~b8
Detective .
6

So.fe; or, Young Sleuth as a Hank

91 Yonot(
Sleutb and the Phantom Detective: 'rbe or,
'l1 ra.il of the Dead.
92 Young :Sleuth and tbe Girl in the Mask; or, 'l'he Lady
Monte Oristo of Baltimore.
93 Young Sleuth &Dd ~he Corsican Knife·'l1hrower: or.
·rho Myotery of the lllurdered Actress .
94 YouBg Sle uth and tbe Cashier·s Crime; or, The Evi ...
deooe of a Dead Witness.
95 Youn,r Sleuth in the '.foils; or, The Death Traps of
New York.
96 Young tsleut.h and the Miser's Ghost; or, A Hunt For
Hidden Money .
97 ~ ou ng Sleuth as a Dead Game Sport; or, 'l'he Keen
Detectlves Ruse for l10,1lX).
~ Youn~ :Sleuth and the Gypsies' Gold; or, The Package
Marked ·• Z ."
99 Yonna- :Sleuth and. Poliny Pete, the Sharper King; or,
The Keen De (~cti ve's Lottery Game.
100 Youn~ :Sleuth in tbe Sewers of Ne\Y York; or, Keen
Wol'k from Broadway to the Howery .
101 Youn~ ~leuth and the Mad Bell .Rin&"er; or. 'l'be
~cret of the Old Ohurcb '!'ower.
102 Young Sleuth's Unknown; or. 'l'he Man who Came
Behind.
103 Young &1euth's Grea.t Swamp Search; or, 'l'he 1\fiM·
(Olirl of Everglade.
104 Young Sleuth and the l'tt&d Doctor; or, The Seven
Poisoned .Powd(tJ's.
106 Young Sleuth's Big Bluff; or, Simple SaJlie's 'M ission .
108 Y{:O~fve~!eg~~·~ eGG~~e.Contract; or, The Keen De1
107 Young Sleuth's Night Watch; or, 'J'he Keen Detective
Guardiag .Millions.
108 Youn2 Sleuth and the :M ystery of the Dark Room;
or, Tile Crime of the Photograph Gal lery.
109 Young Sleuth ••d the Gold bhip Robbery; or, 1leating Hold Crooka on an Ocean Steamer.
110 Younp: :Sleuth and the Great Mine Mystery;. or. Murdered Unaer Ground.
111 Youug Sleuth and the Runaway Heiress; or, A Girl
Worth Millions Among Dea"erate Crooks.
112 Yion~\1'~:~.?, ~~t:~kefef1~nted Mill; or, The Phan118 Young tsleutlt and the Millionaire Trarap; or, Dia-

114 Y~u~:ssVe~1~r ~ri"3s.the Maslced Ba;ther of Atlantic
City; or, The Mystery of a Orime of t.b.e Surf.
115 Youug Sleuth and the Mad Artist; or, The Crime of
the Studio.
_
116 Young :Sleuth's .Best Find; or, The Secret of the Iron
Obeot.
.
117 Young Sleuth's Jjad1 Ferret; or, The Keen Detect-

liB

y~v:~~ B~~~t~u~~gy~

Wolf in Sheep's Olothing; or,
Un111askiag the Prince of Impostors.

119 Youoa- Sleuth's Boy Pupil; or, The Keen Detective's

::)treat Boy Pard .
120 Y~~~ ~,t:haid2e~h3o~!~ewalk Prince; or, Neok to
121 Young Sleuth a.nd the :Mysterious Model; or, 1'he
Secret of a M ordered Artist.
122 Young Sleuth ana the Lady Physician; or, The Mystery or tbe Poisoued Cup.
123 Young Sleuth and Sbe Actor's Strange Crime; or, The
Murder Before t.he Footlighti.
124 Young S!euth and the Madhouse Mystery; or, The
Myotic SigD of 7.
123 Young Sleuth and the Mystery of the Mill on the
Marsh; or. The lndi&u Doctor's Dark Plot
126 Young Sleuth and the }'eumle Snake Charmer; or,
'!'be HAJidoufted Man of the Iron Room.
127 Y~F~~es~er~~~ ~!,~~e~l~iO~t~~iir:J'.s; or, The Queen
128 Young Sleuth nnd Lost Mr. Medway; or, the Hand
Upon the Qnicks&nd.
129 Young Shmtb and the Copper Mine :1-:lystery; or, 1'he
Detective's Underground Clew.
130 Youn~ :Sleuth and the Slaves of t.he Silver Dagger; or,
The Mystery of tbe New Aladdin.
131 Y~:~A~~~::r!~t;fc~~r:Je~!t:.'ond Sharp; or, Des-

v~·h':!~t:,~~~d~Ph~r·~~~:tHa:urindow Smasher; or,
133 Young Sleuth and tbe Boy Fenee of ~e Bowery; or,
Old !\loll's G&me for Gold .
134. Youn.g 81eutb. and the Fat:il Postage St.amp; oc:, Murdered by .Mail.
135 YK"e~~ ~~t~~iv:~dB~~~18ll~~~~~fr~ Crook; or, fhe
136 Young Sleuth and the Midnig-ht Moonshiners; or,
'l'be Tt'&Jl of the Mountain League.
137 YMu;!,~~·:{! ~~~~~ ~~~b~~:!eM«{,tf~~oat; Or, The \
138 Young Sleuth and the Hoy Baseball Captain; or.
Happy Harr,Y'a Great .Home Run.

!32

All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sen1; to your address, post-paid, on r eceipt
of price. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Stroot, New York.

frank ·:pousey's Jiapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No. 1.

No. 2 8 .

No. 15.

Napoleon's Oracnlnm and Dream Book.

HOW TO llECOME RICH.

HOW TO 'l'ELL F ORTlTh"ES.

OontainiDJ the great oracle of bum an destiny ; also the

Tb1s wonderful book presents you with the example and
life experience of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in the world . inctuding the self-made men of our country .
The book is edited by on" of the most successful men of
the present age, wbosu own example is in itself guide
enou~h for those who aspire t u fame and money, The
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.

=~be~~~;i~~:f~1 ~feil g~~~eo~:~~8r~~!1:. b~~il t~~~g;:
unes of your fr iends. Price 10 cents.

~h~=~·::rn~~n~!:o:!d~u~i::S ~~a~eeaa:fsc!~S:.tb~ c~~~
plete book. Price ll) eent.s.

N o .2.

B OW TO DO TRICKS.

E very one is desirous of knowtng what his future life ·wilJ
brine forth, whether happiness or misery, weo.1th or po.-

~he 1!'8&t 'book of magic and card triuks, containing full
toatruction of all the le"ding card tricks ot the day, aleo
tbe !D-08t. pop~lar wnaicul ilius.ions &a pe~formed by our
leading m&«ICl&ns; every boy snould obtam a copy, ae it
will both ama.se and inet.ructi . Price 10 cenu.

No. 17.

HOW 1'0 DRESS.
Containing full iustruetion in the art of dressing aud appearing well at home and abroad, givtng the selectious of
oolora. materi&l, and how to have them made up. Price 10
cents.

No . 3 1.

HOW 1'0 BECOME A SP EAKER.

No. ra.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,
Containirgfourteen illustrations, giving the different poO rie of the brightest and most valuable little books eva !ntiona requisite to bt;,oome a good speaker. render and
~riven to the world. Everybody wiebes io know bow to elooutinnist Also containin-: gems tr:om all the popui&Y

becotne beautiful. both male and female . The 6 ecret ia &utbors of prose and poe~ry, arra~ged 10 the most s1mpl6
simple, and ahnOllt costless . Read this book and be COD• ; and ce nc1se manner POliStble. Pnce lD centa.
riuced how to become beau tifu l. Price 10 cents.
No. 32.
No. 19.
HOW TO RWE A. BICYCLE.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

United States Distance 'l 'ables, Pocket Com·
pnnion and Guide.
No.6.

BOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
GiYinK foil instruoUon for the use of dumb-bells, Inrliu
eluba, parallel ba.ra, horizontal bare end vat'ious other
methQds of deTelopine a l:ood, healthy muacle; containi=
8
b~:ft~;tt;u,-:,if!!~~; ibe i!~~r~~i~~~ bo~:l:i~:~oi: :hjt
~ book. Price 10 cents.
No. 7.

HOW TO KEEP B IRDS.

Glvin11 ltbe official distances on all the railroads ot the
United t:ltstes and Oanod&, Also, table of d iotsnees b7
water to foreign ports. back fares in the principal citie"i
~:~~t!:'a~d g:~d~b~~S ;~b'H~he"J~g~~i~:·10°~~bt!_mos
No . 2 0 .

How to Entertain an Evening Par ty.
A nry valuable little book just published . A complete
compendium of gn.mes, sports, card-diversions, comic
r ecreations, eto., auitnble for parlor or drAwing-room entertainment . It contains more for the money than &DJ
book published. PrioelO cen ts. ·
,

Bandaomel1 illustrated, and contail.ing fuJJ instruction!
for the ma•,a•ement and train ing of the canary, mocking..

bird, bobolink. blaokblrd, paroque$, parrot, etc., etc. Prlot
lOoent.s.
No.

a.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.

.

\

A useful and instructive book, ghing a complete treatise
on chemistry; also, experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making tireworks, colored fires, and gu baJioons. This book cannot
be equaled. Pl'ice 10 cents .

HOW 1.'0 BECOME NA.fENTRILOQIDST.
lly Harry Kennedy. The secret given away. Rverr intellicent boy reaOing t.bie book of instructions, by a practical
profeeaor (deli~b ting multitudes everyllight with his wonderful imita.tions), can mast.er the art, and create any
amount of f'an for himself and friends. It is the greatest
book e•er published, and there 's million.s Cof fun) in it.

PricelOoout.s.

No. 21.

No. 35 .

Tba moJt complete bunting and fishing guide ever pu&..
liahed. It contains full instructions about guLs. bunting

~~~~ 0t[a.g~';n!r:gcf~s~.an8r~~b10~~:0J.etber with deecrip-

HOW TO PLAY GAMES.
A complete and useful little book, containing the rnlM
and regulations of billiards, bagatelle. backgammon. croQuet. dominoes. ete.. Price 10 cents.

No.22 •

HOW TO DO SECOND Sl GH1.',

HOW '1'0

No. 36.
SOLV1~ CONUNURUMS.

Heller's second si.cht explained by his former assistant, Containin2 all the leading conundrums of the day, amuaiDI
Fred Hunt. Jr. Explainmg bow the secret dialo2ues '"ere riddles. curious catches and witty S&Jiuas . Prie!!10 centa.
carried on between the ma~cian and the boy on the stage;
No. 3 7.
:is;,:~~\igri~f t~:c~ri~e:i:ht~ s1ri~~sio ~nets~~ly authentic

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

It contains information for everybOdy, bora. alrls, mea
and women; it will tea(1h you bow to make alm ost~tnytbi q
around the house, &uch as parlor ornaments. bra o ket~w
cements, molian harps, and bird lime f or oatobing birda.
Price 10 cents.

No. 3 8.

No. 10.

HOW '1'0 BECOME YOUR OWN DOt'TOR.

HOW TO llOX .
!'be art of self-detonse ~ade easy. Contaiajn« over thirty
illustrationS of atuard s _ blows and tb.e diJJerent positions of

::tY~st»::~veEbV:Oia~: f~~i~~dt:~~~i;o~n:oo~ ~bsoex"!i:i:~

out an instructar. Prioe 10 cents.

No. II.

No.24 .

HOW TO WRITE LE'l"l'ERS '1'0 GENTLE·
MEN.
Ool\taining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
subjects; also giving aample letters for xnstruotion. Price
10 cents.

HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
A m-o st complete little book. containing fuU directions for
writing Jove-letters, and when to use them; eJso giving
aoecimen letters tor both young and old. Price 10 cents.

~Erl'~·ERS TO LADIES,

N o . 2 5.

10

b_oo_k_._Pn_·c_•__c_e_n'"~·~--------

_u_

HOW'fQ ROW, SilL ANDBUILDABOAT.
1

How to Do It ; or, Book of Etiquette.

How to Raise

~t~mnastfo
1

~~~ii~n~~d .B!h~~~fe:~;W.eMa~r::,~:idc:n~t:~tX; a.ri'd ~

1 1

A wonderful book. oontainin~ useful and prActical information in toe treatment of ordinatY diseases e.nd ailment.
common to every family. A houndinat in useful 11nd effective recipes for general comvla.ints Price 10 Cf'llt&

No. 39.
D o~rs, Poultry,

Rabbits.

Pigeons and

A nsefn1 and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated..
By Ira Drofraw. :'rice 10 cents .

HOW '1'0 BECOl\IE A GYMNAST.
Containing full instructions for all kinds of

No. 2 6 .

No. 13.

Oontainiog f ull Instruction for fencing a.nd the use of thfl
broadsword; a lso instruction in archer)! . Described wUh
f:7:!~i~~~ PA~~~·~l!t~s~~~~~nJI~!!i~: :!~.!.eat p ositiou

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.

·

HOW 'l'O WRITE

No. 3 4.•

HOW '1'0 FENCE.

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TR APS.
Jnoludinat biota ou bow to catch Motes. Weasels. Otter,
Rats. SqulrT'els and Birds. Also bow tP. euT'• Skins. eo.;.
piously i llustra ted. BJ J. Harringtota Keene. l'rice 1t1
cents.

lrully illustrated. ETery boy should know bow to ro'v and
sail a boat. Fnll instruot1ons are giveR in this little book.
together with iostructions on aw1mming a nd riding, com•
panioo sports to boating. ~ioe 10 oentL

No. 14.

HOW TO lUKE CANnY.
A complele band-book for making all kinds of eaudJ, Io&o

818am. 8Jrups.

eeeences. etc .. etc, Prloe 10 oenk

·

F or sale by an newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price.

Box 2730.

Address

FRANK. TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Stree~, New York.
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